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YOU be
the Judge...
We think that Maine Law has made
tremendous strides since its humble begin-
ning only 40 years ago 
- 
but the
verdict rests in your hands.
You can cast your affirmative ballot by
giving generously to the School's Annual
Fund Campaign. The campaign helps today's
law students become tomorrow's leaders.
Your gift supports student scholarships, fac-
ulty initiatives, technology, and an array of
programs that enrich the Maine Law experi-
ence.
Please join with nearly a thousand alumni
who support the School of Law. Campaign
2000 officially kicks off in a few weeks.
CAMPAIGN 2OOO
The Alumni Association's
Annual Fund Campaign
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l(eeping Up With
Technology
Commencement
Dean Colleen A. Khoury
This column could appropriately be
subtitled as "Confessions of a
Recovering Luddite." When I assumed
the position of Dean in 1998. there was
no doubt whatsoever about my Luddite
tendencies. I was one of the last faculty
members to get a computer in my
office. I was still trying to master
markers and a whiteboard (in lieu of
chalk and a blackboard), and the
thought of Powerpoint presentations in
my future generated a strong yearning
for early retirement.
But, I am living proof that even a
dyed-in-the-wool Luddite can recover.
I have come to realize that, in the law
school setting, the technological "revo-
lution" means much more than changes
in how we teach, how we do research,
and how we communicate. The more
crucial issues are the impact of these
technological advances on the develop-
ment of the law and on the legal pro-
fession. The Internet, the growth of
electronic commerce and developments
in biotechnology, for example, are rais-
ing new and profound legal issues, and
are reframing some old ones.
Technology is also affecting how
lawyers do their work, who their clients
are, and how those clients are served.
We at the Law School need to prepare
our students to meet the challenges
posed by these seismic changes in law
and practice, and also be a resource to
the legal community on these challeng-
ing issues.
These roles were amply fulfilled
through the various activities ofour
new Technology Law Center, which
was created last summer with seed
funding Íiom the Maine Legislature.
On June 15th and l6th, the Center
sponsored its first national Conference
on issues of technology, electronic
*¡qf h
commerce and intellectual property
law. "Financing the Enterprises of the
Internet," which is reported on in this
issue of the Maine Law Alumni
Newslefter, was an unqualified success.
The speakers, drawn from as far away
as California (and including our ûwn
Professors Lupica and Ward), were uni-
formly excellent. Most of the speakers
stayed for the entire Conference. telling
us that it was the best program they
had attended in years. The more than
80 registrants (we had aimed for about
60) were drawn from all over Maine,
from the other New England states,
New York and New Jersey, and were
enthusiastic in their evaluations. It was
an exhilarating and intellectually satis-
fuing two days, and I can truly say that
I have never been prouder to be Dean
ofthis Law School!
The Conference was the culmina-
tion ofan exciting and productive year
for the Law School on the lechnology
front. You will recall that about a year
ago, the Class of 1974 directed its 25th
Reunion gift to a fund to be used to
upgrade classroom, teaching and
research technology at the Law School.
Last summer, the Fund allowed us to
significantly expand and upgrade com-
puters available for student use. This
summer, we are in the process of retro-
fitting two of our classrooms with pro-
jectors, computers and related equip-
ment to enable faculry students and
guest speakers to use computer tech-
nology in classes and presentations.
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Technology
At the close of the 19th century, dur-
ing the McKinley Administration, there
was an attempt to close the U.S. Patent
Office because, as some people argued
there was little left to invent. Clearly,
many people of that era were not able to
envision (except in the fiction of H.G.
V/ells) the momentous advances in sci-
ence and engineering that would occur
during the 20th century. In 1997,Ihe
Patent Office issued twice as many
patents as in 1975 and applications are
increasing by 25% each year.
For the School ofLaw, technology has
a double meaning. It suggests using tech-
nology as a tool in teaching and research-
ing the law. For the library and class-
room, and for research and communica-
tions, technology means high-speed com-
puters, electronic databases, the Internet
and computer-generated presentations.
Technology for Maine Law also
means integrating the dynamic area of
law called technology law into the Law
School's curriculum. According the Law
School Dean Colleen Khoury,
"Technology advances impact how
lawyers do their work, who their clients
are, and how those clients
are served. Vy'e at the Law
School need to prepare
our students to meet the
challenges posed by these
important changes in law
and practice, and also be
a resource to the legal
community on these chal-
lenging issues."
access. The classrooms will utilize state-
of-the-art computer-generated graphics.
In addition, the School ofLaw has been
updating its Website, adding content and
improving its look and feel.
According to Professor William Wells,
Director of the Garbrecht Law Library
and Associate Provost for Technology for
the University of Southern Maine, elec-
tronic databases and information will
continue to grow rapidly.
"It's very easy for publishers to put
out new materials in electronic format.
The issue is that the
costs of electronic
databases and services
are rising faster than
inflation," Professor
Wells said. "As
lawyers in private
practice know, services
and research databases
"TÞchnology advances impact ly-created bacteria'
how tawyers do their wårk, iÏ:l;li:lä'^TiT,iT
who their clients are, and how are the first in the world
those clients are setned." doing this," he said. "The
challenges for lawyers and the legal com-
munity. Moreover, during the last two
decades, IP law has developed dramati-
cally.
Two recent Maine Law graduates are
learning first-hand about the challenges
oftechnology. This spring, Jonathan "JT"
Mann'94 and Chip Mason'95 both left
jobs with established law firms to
become corporate counsels for young
"new economy" companies. JT is work-
ing for BC International, a Dedham, MA
company that owns patents and licensing
agreements for genetical-
financial markets don't
really know how to value
us. They don't know if we
Dean Colleen A. Khoury
like Lexis and Westlaw are extremely
valuable, yet expensive to maintain."
To offset the growing cost of electron-
ic databases, the Law School has been
participating with the University of
Maine System in collective buying pro-
grams. The Law Llbrary also participates
with the New England Law Library
Consortium to reduce overhead costs.
"Our challenge," said Professor Vy'ells,
"is to provide our students
the same tools they will
be using when they begin
practicing law."
Teaching Technology
Law
lntegrating the grow-
ing body oftechnology
law into the curriculum
has been a pressing issue
Using Technology in the Professor Tom Ward and Hartford CT at Maine Law for the last
Classroom, Library and attorney James c s.hYlY:if yh: 
',' several years. Technology
at the School the current chair of the ABA Business
over the last several Law subsect¡on on rinun.îg 
-- --- Law.lcomÞasses the
years,thankstothegen- [:iï:i#'¿:ff:'å;:"î"';"* åïitïËïitt",t:ir::,ïT'
erosity of alumni and property (Ip), including
friends, the school has installed up-to- copyrights, patents, trademarks, licensing
date computer technology in the library. and trade secrets. In the "new econo-
A generous gift of nearly $60,000 from my,"with the emergence of the Internet
the class of 1974 is helping to fund the and e-commerce, intellectual property
transformation of two large classrooms often constitutes the most important
into media-equipped rooms with Internet assets of a business. This presents special
g
are a bio-tech, life science or energy com-
pany."
Chip Mason's firm, Venture Info
Capital of Williston, Vl helps high tech
startups by guiding them through the
research and patent application proÇess.
To better prepare graduates like Chip
and JT to contribute to the "new econo-
my" and to help their clients compete in a
global marketplace, the School of Law is
expanding its course offerings through
the Technology Law Center which was
founded in 1999. New courses include
"E-commerce and the Law," "Patent
Law," "Biotechnology Laq" and
"Technology Licensing Law." The Law
School will soon be offering IP cross-dis-
ciplinary courses such as Engineering
Innovation and the Patent Process.
According the Law School Dean
Colleen A. Khoury, these courses enable
the Law School to train a new breed of
lawyer. "The managerial lawyer has the
job of managing a firm's intellectual
properties as a product," she said.
"Because the metes and bounds of intel-
lectual properties are formed in legal def-
initions, management of such assets are
often entrusted to law-trained individuals."
JT Mann echoes Dean Khoury's
observation. "A good part of my respon-
sibility at BC International is insuring
compliance with the licensing require-
ar the
ments fo1'each agreement. There is a sig-
nificant amount of detail work that rny
education prepared me to do," he said.
Maine Law faculty have been making
major contributions to the scholarship
and research regarding intellectual prop-
erty law. For example, West Group has
announced that Professor Thomas Ward's
book, Intellectual ProperQ in Commerce,
will be published soon. The book is
designed to help the lawyer who encoun-
ters secured financing, financing and
bankruptcy issues involving intellectual
properties.
Professor Ward sees the role of the
Law School encompassing more than
teaching traditional law students. "We
need to be a teaching and research
resource for the University System and
the State of Maine," he said. He pointed
to the new course in patent law being
offered to engineering students through-
out the University system as an example.
"The Law School needs to acquire the
capactly to help the larger community
and the State of Maine in the develop-
ment and application of its intangible
economic assets," he added.
Professor Ward pointed to the recent
conference "Financing the Enterprises of
the Internet" as another example of how
the Law School can help a broader con-
stituency. In addition to attorneys, the
conference drew bankers, state officials
and entrepreneurs.
Chip Mason, who prior to his current
position had represented, among his
clients, an Internet company, spoke
directly about the need for lawyers to
understand IP law. "With so many firms
engaged in e-commerce, I believe that an
IP background is essential for many
lawyers today," he said. "I am really
pleased to see that Maine Law has recog-
nized this and moved so far so quickly. IP
exposure is important in training today's
law students."
Technotogy l-aw Center
In 1999, with seed funding from the
Maine Legislafure, the University of
Maine School of Law launched its
Technology Law Center. The Center's
mission is to recognize the role of law
in the development of technological
progress, innovation and the expansion
of electronic coÍìmerce. Since its
recent inception, the Center has
enabled the Law School to offer several
technology-related courses at Maine
Law, organized a major conference on
the financing of intellectual properties
and is in the process ofdeveloping a
Patent Law Program.
In January 2000, Rita S. Saliba '96
assumed the role of director of the
Ríta Saliba '96
Center. "We are very
pleased to have accom-
plished so much in a
short time," she said.
"The Center is a reflec-
tion ofchanges at the
Law School and our role
in the'new economy."'
She pointed to the suc-
cess ofthe recent conference on
"Financing the Enterprises ofthe
Internet". The June conference was
attended by nearly 100 attorneys,
scholars and business executives who
spent a busy two days exploring issues
regarding financing of intellectual
property. According to Boston Attorney
Robert Ciampitti, "This is the first con-
ference ofits kind that I have seen, and
it's critically important because it
shows the practical application of this
emerging body of law.."
"Programs like the conference show
that Maine Law and the Techlology
Law Center are taking a leadership role
in preparing our students and the legal
community to address the needs of
their technology-related clients," said
Ms. Saliba.
This summer, the Têchnology
Center brought two distinguished
Paul Walsh, CEO of Clareon.com w¡th Dean
l(houry at the recent Technology Law
Conference
scholars to the Law School to teach
courses in Technology Law. Professor
Ray Nimmer, the Leonard Childs
Professor of Law at the University of
Houston Law Center, taught a course
on Technology Licensing Law.
Professor Nimmer is the author of
numerous articles and books including
The Law of Computer Technology,
which won a National Book Award. He
is currently Reporter to the Drafting
Committee on the Uniform Computer
Information Transaction Act (UCITA).
Professor Craig Jepson, a faculty
member at Franklin Pierce Law Center,
taught a course in Biotechnology Law.
Prior to becoming a teacher, Professor
Jepson practiced law for nine years in
biotechnology-rel ated litigation.
The Center's Advisory Commiftee
has approved a proposal for a cross-
disciplinary course entitled
"Engineering Innovation and the Patent
Process." This course will be taught by
a local patent attorney and will be
offered to engineering sfudents in the
spring 2001 semester. According to
Ms. Saliba, the hope is thal the course
will be teleconferenced throughout the
University of Maine System.
The Center recently received a
$300,000 a year grant from the Maine
Legislature to create a Patent Law
Program. The purpose of the program
is to facilitate the patent process for
inventors and scientists in Maine.
According to Ms. Saliba, the Center
plans to hire a patent attorney to direct
the program. The Law School is
exploring the possibilily of using the
Center to provide a clinical experience
for student attorneys.
Prior to accepting the position as
Director of the Technology Center, Ms.
Saliba practiced law in Portland with
the firm of Murray, Plumb & Murray.
She is a 1996 graduate of Maine Law
lP Conferencef Financing the
Enterprises of the lnternet
The Technolo gy Law Center at the sions to enable them to better serve their
University of Maine School of Law business clients in the new millennium."
recently concluded a two-day conference Professor Lupica opened the confer-
exploring the various financing options ence by introducing the conference's uni-
available to companies seeking to do fying point of departure for discussion, a
business on the Internet. Entitled hypothetical ".com" company called
"Financing the Enterprises of the eduSkills.com. eduSkills has as its princi-
Internet," the conference brought to pal assets, intellectual property -- namely
Portland twenty nationally recognized copyrights, trademarks, patents, patent
presenters -- legal scholars, law reform- applications and domain names.
ers, and attorneys with experience in rep- eduSkills.com was seeking a $5 - $10
resenting "new economy" clients. million investment to help the company
Speaker panels included experts in develop its on-line business. The speak-
intellectual property law and valu-
ation, as well as financiers and
entrepreneurs.
University of Maine School of
Law Professors Lois Lupica and
Tom Ward organtzed the sub-
stance of the conference.
Professor Ward noted "We spent
two productive days looking at the
legal issues involved in using
intellectual property for financ-
ing."
The conference, which ran on
June 15th and l6th, drew acco-
lades from many of those attend-
ing. Portland attorney George
Burns commented that, "There is
not one reason why Maine Can't be Professor Ray Nimmer; Professor Lois Lupica, Professor B¡ll Murphy,
on the absolute forefront of the Attorney Harry Sigman and Dean Colleen A. Khoury at the Technology
field oftechnology law. This con- Law conference'
ference helps create the required
infrastructure."
Los Angeles attorney Harry Sigman,
one of the principal drafters of Revised
Article 9 of the U.C.C. and widely pub-
lished and nationally recognized expert in
commercial law, said it was the best pro-
gram of its kind that he attended in ten
years. Sigman shared the final panel with
Professors Ward and Nimmer on the sub-
ject of "New Laws for New Ways of
Doing Business: The Call for Reform."
The Technology Law Center's
Director, Rita Saliba'96, commented,
"We demonstrated that Maine School of
Law and the Technology Law Center are
prepared to lead the way in keeping the
Maine community abreast of the most
recent developments in technology law
and related areas. This conference offered
important and cutting-edge information to
the legal, business, and banking profes-
-
ers, after studying the proposed hypothet-
ical business plan, offered insights,
advice and counsel to this hypothetical
entrepreneur, from each oftheir varying
perspectives.
The first panel ofentrepreneurs
offered the benefit oftheir experience in
doing business in the new economy and
described their quest for financing their
technology-rich companies. They includ-
ed James Shaffer, President of Clickshare
Service Corporation and Paul Walsh,
CEO of Clareon Corporation. Later that
morning, several presenters, including
Professor Bill Murphy of Franklin Pierce
Law Center (and moderator of the
Conference), outlined the legal and finan-
cial issues raised in connection with valu-
ing intellectual property and such valua-
tion's implications in a financing context.
Professor Raymond Nimmer, the
Leonard H. Childs Professor of Law at
the University of Houston Law Center,
spoke on the topic, Financing the
Licensees of Intellectual Property.
Professor Nimmer is currently the
Reporter to the Drafting Committee on
the Uniform Computer Information
Transaction Act and is teaching a summer
course in Licensing Intellectual Property
at Maine Law He is also the Co-Director
of the Houston Intellectual Property and
Information Law Program.
Maine Law's Professor Ward, together
with James C. Schulwolt Esq. of Pepe
Hazard gave a lively and substantive pre-
sentation on "Using Intellectual Property
as Collateral for Loans".
Professor Ward's treatise,
Intellectual Property in
Commerce, Vy'estlaw 2000, has
put him at the forefront ofthis
developing area of law.
Professor Lupica, together
with Dan Sklar, Esq. of Nixon
Peabody LLP, a Manchester, NH
firm, walked the audience
through the fundamental bank-
ruptcy issues that attorneys rep-
resenting ".com" companies
need to be aware of. As
Professor Lupica noted in her
presentation, "What goes up,
must come down, and so a
firm's potential bankruptcy must
be addressed at the outset ofa
financing transaction."
"Financing the Enterprises of
the Internet" gave the Technology Law
Center an opportunity to showcase Maine
Law faculty's expertise, as well as to
begin a dialog with nationally distin-
guished scholars and practitioners who
are writing and practicing at the law's
frontier -- the intersection of commercial
law and intellectual property," said Dean
Colleen Khoury.
The Technology Law Center was
established in 1999, with seed funding
from the Maine Legislature. to recognize
the role of law in the development of
technological progress and innovation
and the expansion of electronic com-
merce.
Audiotapes ofthe Conference pro-
ceedings and written materials are avail-
able for purchase. Please contact the
Technology Law Center for further infor-
mation: saliba@usm.maine.edu.
Thial Advocacy Team Wins NoÉheast Competition
For the eighth time in nine years, a
team from the University of Maine School
of Law participated in the National Trial
Competition in Dallas, Texas. This spring,
the team of two law students won the New
England Regional Competition and was
or.e of 24 teams from 19 law schools
which competed for the national title. Over
250 teams from 120 law schools participat-
ed in regional competitions.
Representing Maine Law were two third
year students: John Frost, a native of
Mason, Michigan and Ian Catlett, a native
of Gardiner, Maine. "It was an exciting
opportunity,' said Mr. Frost. "'We were
honored to represent the school." Mr. Frost
and Mr. Catlett shared the Trial Advocacy
Award at their graduation in June.
According to Professor Judy Potter who
has coached the team for the last 12 years,
Maine Law is the smallest law school at
the national competition. "It's as if
Bowdoin College were playing Florida
State in football," she said. "Only in this
case we can hold our own to every other
team in the competition. The team per-
formed very well in Dallas, they just
teams represent clients
as if they were in an
actual trial. Practicing
judges preside over the
trials and other people
play the roles ofvarious
witnesses. In the Dallas
competition, the case
involved an insurance
company, which
accused a former cus-
tomer of fraud and was
suing to recover pay-
ments made to that per-
son. During the compe-
tition, the Maine Law
team had to represent
both insurance compa-
ny and the defendant.
According to
Professor Potter, the
Toby Dilworth, lan Catlett'00. John Frost
'00, Professor Judy Potter
team," she said. "And
many students help
the team by serving
as opposing attorneys
and practice witness-
es."
Professor Potter
and her assistant
coach Toby Dilworth,
an Assistant US
Attorney in Portland
and Adjunct Professor
at the Law School,
traveled to Texas with
the team. Mr.
Dilworth recently
commented that the
program "develops
strong trial advocacy
skills. Trial practice is
about preparation and
missed the semi-final round." outstanding trial lawyers. "There is intense
In the trial competition, two-person competition at the school to make the
team members practiced
700 hours for this competition, and the
program has helped to enhance Maine
Law's national reputation for developing
these students are pre-
pared." Professor Potter added "This type
of experience is invaluable to future trial
attorneys."
Edward S. Godfrey Lecturer
Karen Gross
Professor Karen Gross, one of the
nation's leading experts in Bankruptcy
Law, spent three days in April on the
Maine Law campus as an Edward S.
Godfrey Fund lecturer. During her stay,
Professor Gross, who teaches bankruptcy
and commercial law at NewYork Law
School, presented three lectures and
taught two classes.
She made a presentation to a group of
University of Southern Maine faculty
entitled" "Two HundredYears of W'omen
in Debt and Two Special Women: What
Lessons Can We Learn?" Professor Gross
focused her remarks on the first woman
to file for bankruptcy relief(in 1802) and
the last woman to file in 7999, and
addressed the question of why we should
care about women in debt.
Professor Gross led lively discussions
in both Professor Lois Lupica's Secured
Transactions class and Professor Thomas
Ward's Contracts class. Later, she noted
that she was very impressed with both
the quality and level ofenthusiastic par-
ticipation from Maine Law students.
Professor Gross also spoke before
members of the Maine Bench and Bar on
the topic, "Consumer Bankruptcy Law:
Where Were Vy'e? Where Are We? Vy'here
Should We Be Going?" In light of the
current bankruptcy reform debate, her
comments were both timely and well
received.
On her final day, Professor Gross
delivered a lecture on the topic ofbank-
ruptcy reform and the fragile middle
class. She identified the fastest growing
categories ofdebtors filing for bankrupt-
cy to be women, the elderly, and the
young. She characterized these groups as
" economically mar ginalized." Professor
Gross then observed that the bankruptcy
system and present day discussions of
bankruptcy reform says much about our
values as a nation. She concluded that the
bankruptcy reform legislation currently
being debated in Congress erases one of
Professor Karen Gross, center. with Maine Law
Professor Lois Lupica and Maine Bankruptcy
ïrustee Peter Fessenden '74 ather presenta-
t¡on to the Maine Bar and Bench on
"Consumer Bankruptcy Law: Where Were Vle?
Where Are we? where Should We Be Goíng?"
Professor Gross, who teaches at New York Law
School, spent three days at the Law School as
part of the Edward S. Godfrey Fund Lecture
Series.
the touchstones ofthe bankruptcy
process, the concept offorgiveness, a
concept that is deeply rooted in our histo-
ry, politics, and the law.
F
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At recent graduation ceremonles
attended by 750 family and friends, 84
students received their Juris Doctor
degrees from the University of Maine
School ofLaw. The event took place over
Memorial Day weekend in Merrill
Auditorium in Portland.
In giving the keynote address, the
Honorable Caroline Glassman, retired
Associate Justice of the Maine Supreme
Judicial Court, called on the graduates to
address the implications of new technolo-
gies and to re-examine laws associated
with youth violence, prisons and poverty.
Justice Glassman noted the high number
of American children killed by guns and
suggested that prosecuting children as
adults "will not somehow protect all our
children." She said that America's high
infant rnortality rate and the number of
children who live in poverty suggest that
there ought to be an ongoing examination
of the Welfare Reform Act of 1996 to
determine if that legislation is hurting our
children.
She cautioned that "genetic medicine
presents ethical, legal and social implica-
tions, that will govern, to a very large
extent, the practices, procedures and laws
developed by all ofyou entering the legal
profession." Justice Glassman, the first
woman to serve on Maine's Supreme
Judicial Court, was appointed in 1983
and retired in 1991.
During the ceremonies, G. Steven
Rowe '87, was presented the L. Kinvin
Wroth Distinguished Alumni Award. Mr.
Rowe is currently Speaker of the Maine
House of Representatives. In presenting
the award Law School Dean Colleen
Kloury cited his efforts "to promote eco-
nomic growth and job creation in Maine
and to improve the quality of affordable
child care and to increase access to chil-
dren's health care programs."
The student speaker was John Frost, a
1992 graduate of the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point and a Captain in
the U.S. Army. Law Professor David
Gregory '68 gave the Valediction. For the
first time, graduating students were
'hooded' with academic hoods trimmed
with purple, red and white.
Excerpts From Graduation Speakers
"The physical locafion of the Iøw school, befween the oceøn and the mounlsìns,
provides an slmost too perßct metophor þr whal the Isw has been líke þr us. The
balønce between the two exfremes hints at the bølsnce thst descríbes our class, our
experience.
Sometimes the law, in møny ways, høs echoed wíth strains of the ocean.
Dependøble. Stable. 'This is the staff of the eørth,' we heørd Artícaløted rules, aecept-
ed and ínterpreted, where precedent reigns over all. A doctrìne is øt the center of it
alL Clesr doctrine provides ímpartiøl certainly, and thereby,justice. It has, ot other
tímes, seemed more qkín lo the mountains. The hsrd clímb ap those mountains ts our
northwest ,neans new vistas; places beþre you thought were unsttainable. So with
the løw!"
John Frost'00, Graduating Class Speaker
"I høve ø few thoughts þr your consíderution Look ot realíE wíth a cold, hørd
steely-eyed gøze. Lawyers get bød repuîøtíons by dìslorting realíty. Ifyou Jind yourself
losíng síght of realíty, þar nol I have the solutìon. Call your mother!
Presewe the lønguøge and speak EnglÍslu There ís ø mísehíevous elþrt these døys
to corrupt the languøge. We should have learned from Orwell thøt corrapting the lan-
guøge is corrupting socíety.
Speak plaìnly. Pørt of the lawyer's tøsk is to commanícate whøt ís technìeøl ønd
camplen...
Recognize thøt, regardless afwhøt you høve picked up ín Løw School, nol every-
thing is ørguable. There really is sach a thìng as tralh. Like jastice, truth ís some-
lhing we must stríve to obtain."
David Gregory '680 Professor of Lawo University of Maine School of Law
uThe toworrow for yoa graduates of todøy will be filled with many varied and
exciting chøllenges, some new and some old. That they be met, and carefully and
thoughfully resolved, ìs of sweepíng ímportance to our world. I øm eonftdent lhat
esch ønd every one of you høs the talent ønd capabílíties necesssry to møke posítíve
contríbutíons to the resolutíon ofany challenges you encounter ìn the course ofyour
practíce of oar profession."
Honorable Caroline Glassman, Retired Justice, Maine Supreme Judicial Court
,qlumni .Association Pres¡dent Peter
McKenney'77, G. Stephen Rowe'87,
and Dean Colleen Khoury ¿t recent
Law School commencement exercises.
Mr. Rowe. who is currently Speaker of
the Maine House of Representatives,
was presented w¡th the L. Kinv¡n
Wroth D¡stinguished Alumni Award.
James Billings. Jeffrey Scrimo' Lloyd Bracy
lan Catlett and l(eisha Jenkins
Dean Ed Godfrey and Professor James
Friedman
Miles Archer and Leah Babcock
Honorable Caroline
Glassman, Retired
Justice, Maine Supreme
Judicial Court, and com-
mencement speake¡
w¡th Univers¡ty of Ma¡ne
Trustee Edward Fox and
Dr. Richard Pattenaude,
President of the
Univers¡ty of Southern
Maine.
Jeannie Mills, Katherine Murray, Norma Murray
Alumni Association President Peter
Mcl(enney'77 and Peter Cyr
t-,
Jessica Pecor¿ro and Geoff Parkin
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Miles F. Archer**
Jonathan Arey*
Leah R. Babcock
Lewis J. Beilman III*
James A. Billings**
Max Howard Bonecutter
Jill A. Boyington
Lloyd Nelson Bracy*
Kate Brassel
Jeffiey Peter Briggs*
Jennifer Marie Bryant*
Virgilia Whitehead Bryant*
Crystal Lee Bulges**
Peter J. Carney
Clark T. Carter
Joseph L. Cassidy
Ian M. Catlett
Yu-Hui Chen
Margaret Beth Clement
Melissa Dawn Condon
Wendy Cay Conover
Joseph William Corrigan*
David Christopher Costa
Peter Joseph Cyr*
Jennifer Ann Dach*
Erin R. Darby
Brent Allen Davis
Jeremy Keith Davis*
Sallie Edmonson Davis*
Emilv DiBiase
Karen Lynn Douglass*
David James Ekelund, Jr.*
Seth Fairbanks
Christopher R. Fernald*
Tanya Noél Floerchinger
Christian Cambridge Foster*
Gregg Richard Frame*
John Stevens Frost*
Rebecca L. Garrett*
Rebecca J, Ge¡vais
Alicia Christa Giftos
Dana Eleen Annissa Gillespie
Lisa M. Gorham
Marie Elaine Hansen
Robert Clayton Hatch
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE I CC,LLEGE HOIYIETOWN
Alfred, New York
Monmouth, Maine
Cumberland, Maine
Hollyrvood, Florida
Franklin, Maine
Falmouth. Maine
Holden, Maine
Rockland Maine
Queensbury, New York
Yarmouth, Maine
Misenheimer, North Carolina
Lynchburg, Virginia
Chesapeake, Virginia
East Hampton. New York
Bailey Island, Maine
Calais. Maine
Gardiner. Maine
Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China
Falmouth, Maine
Pensacola, Florida
Freeport. Illinois
Oakland. Maine
Cape Elizabeth, Maine
Parkman, Maine
Spencer, Iowa
Waterbury, Vermont
Skowhegan, Maine
Raymond, New Hampshire
South Portland Maine
Rochester, New York
Brunswick, Maine
Cape Elizabeth, Maine
Augusta, Maine
York Beach, Maine
Dothan Bainbridge, Georgia
York, Maine
South Portland, Maine
Mason, Michigan
York, Maine
North Ya¡mouth, Maine
Scarborough, Maine
Calais, Maine
Cumberland, Maine
Bango¡ Maine
lüinthrop, Maine
8.S.. 1996
8.A., 1993
8.A., 1995
8.A., 1995
8.A.,1997
8.M., 1986
M.M., 1988
8.A., 1996
8.S., 1994
8.4., 1994
8.A., 1985
M.B.A., 1987
8.4.,8.S.,1997
8.A.,1992
8.S., 1997
B.L.A., 1993
8.A., 1995
8.A., l99l
M.S., 1996
8.A., t997
8.4., 1996
8.4., 1990
B.A., 1996
8.S., 1994
8.4., 1997
8.A., 1982
M.4.,2000
8.4., 1993
8.A., 1997
8.S., l99s
8.4., 1997
8.4.. 1996
8.S., 1981
M.4., 1993
8.A.. 1994
M.P.A., 1996
8.4., 1997
4.8., 1996
8.A., t997
8.A., 1996
8.S., 1997
8.A., 1996
8.4., 1994
8.S., 1992
A.8., 1996
8.4.,1992
8.S., 1993
8.4., 1996
8.4., 1995
8.A.. 1997
8.A., 1995
State University College at Buffalo
Universify of Southern Maine
Colby College
Sacred Heart University
University of Maine
Northwestern University
Indiana University
University of Maine
Maine Maritime Academy
Hamilton College
University of Maine
University of Maine
Pfeiffer University
University of Virginia
Mary Washington College
State University of New York
College of Environmental Science and Forestry
Universify of Southern Maine
University of Southern Maine
University of Southern Maine
George Washington Universiry
National Taiwan University
University of Maine
Florida State University
University of Illinois
Colby College
University of Southern Maine
University of Southern Maine
Providence College
University of Tulsa
University of Vermont
University of Maine
Saint Anselm College
Newcomb College of Tulane University
University of Southem Maine
Ithaca College
State University of New York, Brockport
Connecticut College
Princeton University
Bates College
University of New Hampshire
Troy State University
Rollins College
Dartmouth College
United States Military Academy
Bowdoin College
University of Southem Maine
Universiry of Maine
Universily of Maine
University of Southern Maine
University of Maine
Hamilton College
Jason Malcolm Jabar*
Lori Ann Jenkins
Patricia Lynn Kenoyer
Amy Tomlinson Lambiase
Donald Sidney Lawson-Stopps
Kellìe M. Lee
Ping Li
John Lisnik, Jr.*
Cathy Rogers Lufkin
Jason Allan Maclean
Thomas McGinly Jr.
Sharon Vacchiano Merrow
Margaret Jean Mills*
Katherine Maura Murray*
Norma Miller Murray
Jason Bernard Onacki
Briana Kirsten O'Regan*
Michael R. Ouellette
Geoffrey Jeralds Parkin
Jessica Susan Pecoraro
Noah Rice
John L. Riff. IV
Wade A. Riley
Claudine C. SaIãr*
Kristin D. St. Peter
William E. Sanford, lll
Michael Schlupf
Jeffrey Thornas Scrimo*
Timothy A. Sittig
Joshua Earl Spooner*
Michael E. Therriault
Kimberly Michelle Thomas
John Andrew Turcotte*
Michael FranÁois Vaillancourt*
Jon David Valsangiacomo
Lance E. Walker*
Feihong Wang***
Charles Ells Whiitehouse
Brian Douglas Willing
Andrea Lisa Winslow*
* cum laude
** summa cum laude
*** magna cum laude
Colby College
University of Southern Maine
University of Southern Maine
Colby College
Central Connecticut State Universiry
University of Connecticut
University of Richmond
College of the Holy Cross
Southwest China Teachers University
Seattle University
University of Maine
University of Maine
University of Southem Maine
University of Maine
WestLrrook College
Queen's Universily
University of Alberta
University of Southern Maine
Ateneo de Manila University
Smith College
University of London
University of New Harnpshire
Tufts Univelsity
University of Southern Maine
Unity College
University of Marne at Farmington
University of New Hampshire
University of Maine
University of New Hanpshire
University of Maine
Middlebury College
Bowdoin College
Univelsity of New Hampshire
Northeastern University
University of Maine
New Hampshire College
George Washi ngton University
University of New Harnpshire
University of Baltin.rore
University ol Southern Maine
Catholic University of America
Providence College
University of Maine
Fudan University School ofLaw
The University of British Columbia
University of Maine
Middlebury College
University of Maine
Waterville, Maine
Limestone, Maine
whitefield, Maine
Glastonbury. Connecticut
Bath, Maine
Portland, Maine
Chengdu, China
Presque Isle. Maine
East Millinocket, Maine
South Po¡tlan4 Maine
Brewer. Maine
South Portland Maine
Barrie, Ontario, Canada
Auburn, Maine
South Freeport, Maine
Randolph, New Hampshire
Gorham, Maine
Wayland Massachusetts
Portland Maine
Westbrook, Maine
West Poland Maine
Lancaster, New Hampshire
South China, Maine
Silver Creek, New York
Caribou. Maine
Portland, Maine
Newburyport, Massachusetts
Portland Maine
York. Maine
Auburn, Maine
Phippsburg, Maine
Baltimore, Maryland
Windham. Maine
Otisfield Maine
Barre, Vermont
Dover-Foxcroft, Maine
Jiangsu, China
Islesboro Island Maine
Falmouth. Maine
Howland Maine
8.4., 1996
8.A.. 1997
M.A.2000
8.4., 1997
8.S.. 1990
M.4.,1996
8.4.,1974
8.4.. 1993
8.4,., t977
M.P.A., 1989
8.A.. 1991
8.S., 1986
8.A., r995
8.A., 1997
8.S., 1989
8.A., 1990
M.Ed.. 1994
8.4.. 1997
4.8., 1985
M.4., 1988
M.4.. 1991
8.A.,1997
8.S.. l98s
M.B.A.. 1991
8.S., 1990
8.S.. 1994
8.A.. 1996
B.A. 1996
8.A., 1997
8.4.. 1996
8.A., 1996
4.8.. 1996
8.4.. 1995
8.S., 1996
8.A.,1991
8.S.. 1997
8.4.. 1994
8.4., 1996
8.4., 1997
8.A.. 1995
8.A., 1997
8.A., 1993
8.4.. 1995
LL.B.. 1985
LL.M.. 1996
8.A.. 1997
8.A., 1992
8.S.. 1995
-/
Prizes Awa¡d¡ed at
Graduation,
Class oî 2OOO
Law Alumni
Association Award
The recipient of this award is that per-
son who, in the determination of the
faculty, is an outstanding member of
the senior class.
Peter Cyr
Facult¡r Scholastic
Aclrievement Award
This award is given to that member of
the senior class who achieves, over
three years oflaw study, the highest
academic average.
Feihong \üang
Cumberland Bar
Association Award
This annual award is presented to the
graduating senior who, in the determi-
nation of the faculty, has made the
greatest contribution to the develop-
ment of the school through scholarship,
work in the Maine Law Review, and
other student activities.
James Billings
Faculty Significant
Achieyement Awards
These awards are presented to members
of the senior class whose academic per-
formance and/or overall contribution to
the school have been significant.
Miles Ärcher
Crystal Bulges
Rebeeca Garrett
Gignoux Award for
Appellate Advocacy
This award is for the graduating senior
who has demonstrated excellence in
advocacy skills through Moot Court
programs.
Lance Walker
Facult¡r Awa¡d for Tlial
Advocacy
Awarded for outstanding performance
in advocacy courses.
Ian Catlett
John Frost
Wernick P¡ize for Legal
lñlriting
This award was established by friends
and former colleagues to honor the
memory of Justice Sidney Wernick. It
is given to the student who has submit-
ted the best piece oflegal scholarship
during the year.
Karen Douglass
for he¡ Independent Writing Project,
"Patient Confidentiality and Access to
Medical Records"
Maine State Bar Association
Pro Bono Student Award
Awarded to a student whose law-related
services to the community, without
compensation or education credit,
exemplify the legal profession's tradi-
tion ofpro bono service. The recipient
is selected by the Dean and Faculty
after consultation with the President of
the Maine State Bar Association.
Robert Hatch
Arnerican Bankruptcy
lnstitute lUledal for
Excellence in Bankruptcy
Studies
Ian Catlett
National Association of
Women Lawyers
Recognition Award
Awarded to a graduate who has con-
tributed to the advancement of women
in society and promoted issues and
concerns of women in the legal profes-
sion.
Emily DiBiase
Outstanding Scholast¡c
Achievement Awards
Presented by the Law Faculty for out-
standing performance in selected areas
of the cu¡riculum.
Business and Commercial Law
Joseph Corrigan
Criminal Law & Procedure
Jennifer Dach
Environmental & Marine Resources
Jeffrey Scrimo
Taxation
Feihong Wang
Student Bar Association
Awa¡d
Awarded for distinguished service to
the student body.
Ian Catlett
Wendy Conover
Maine Law
Graduates Depart
for a
Variet¡l of Jobs
Immediately following graduation in
May, most of the new graduates of the
University of Maine School of Law
began to study for their bar exam. A
majority will take the exam in Maine but
many will take it in other states as well.
The following is a sample of what some
of the graduates will be doing after they
take the bar.
Cathy Lulkin has accepted an offer
from the firm ofTanous and Snow in
Millinocket, Maine. "This was my goal
when I started Law School three years
ago," she said. Prior to attending Maine
Laq Cathy was an art teacher in the
Millinocket school system. During her
three years at law school Cathy traveled
home to her family every weekend. Her
son graduated from Millinocket High
School this spring.
Rebecca Garrett ofYork, Maine is
currently studying for the New York State
bar exam. She has been offered a position
with the New York firm of White and
Case, where she spent last summer as a
summer associate. Rebecca will begin by
working in the firm's litigation depart-
ment for six months. As a summer asso-
ciate, she had the chance to work with a
South American country, a client of
White and Case, and this sparked an
interest in international legal work.
David Ekelund, a
Cape Elizabeth, Maine
native, will be serving
as a Clerk in the
Maine Superior Court
for Justices Delahanty,
Warren and Gorman.
Following his clerk-
ship, he will be work-
David Eketund ing for the law firm of
Preti, Flaherty in
Portland. A college
standout on the baseball diamond at
Princeton University, Dave received a try-
out with the Red Sox and played minor
league baseball for a year before law
school.
Just a week before graduation, Ping
Li, a native of China, became a United
States citizen. He will be taking the bar
exam in Washington State later this
-t
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summer. Then he
is off to Berjing
where he will be
opening an office
for the Rural
DeveloPment
Institute, a Private
non-profit organi-
zation that Pro-
motes the Privati-
zation of farmland
and farrner's rights
internationallY. He
also holds a
Public Administration
SBA Golf
The Student Bar Association (SBA)
will be hosting the Law School's Fourth
Annual Fall Golf Tournament on Sunday,
October' 1st. The tournament will be a
best ball tournament, held at the Gorham
Country Club on Mclellan Road in
Gorham.
Yoel Molina, President of the SBA
and Co-chairman for the event, asked
anyone interested in playing to contact
him by email at yoel.molina@maine.edu,
or write to him at 50 Roberts Street in
Portland, 04102.
Last year, over 60 golfers participated
in a morning of golf and a reception.
According to Mr. Molina, "The tour-
nament is a great time for everyone. Last
year students, alumni and faculty had a
lot of fun." While details are still being
worked out, he said that the participation
fees would be affordable for everyone.
Proceeds from the tournament help
support the activities of the Student Bar
Association.
ln April. President-Elect of the American Bar
Association and Portland Attorney, Robert E.
Hirshon, spoke at lunch to 50 Maine Law stu-
dents. He is shown here talking with Kelly
Drake '00 who graduated in May. Mr. Hirshon
spol<e about the ABA, some of the important
changes in the profession of law and his elec-
tion as ABA President. He also d¡scussed
opportun¡ties for law students to participate ¡n
ABA activities.
Dean's
Distinguished
Scholar Lecture
In March, the Law School presented
its second Dean's Distinguished Scholar
Lecture featuring Professor George
Fisher of Stanford Law School and
Visiting Professor of Law at Harvard
Law School for the Spring semester
2000. Professor Fisher delivered his lec-
ture entitled "Plea Bargaining's Triumph"
to a Moot Courtroom packed with stu-
dents, members of the Bench and Bar
and friends ofthe Law School.
His lecture was based on his article of
the same name, which was published in
The Yale Law Journctl in March 2000. In
the article and the lecture, Professor
Fisher discussed the history ofplea bar-
gaining in the nineteenth century and
addresses its essential function in today's
criminal legal system.
Prior to entering academia, Professor
Fisher served as an Assistant District
Attorney for the Middlesex County
D.A.'s Office. He went on to serve the
state of Massachusetts as Assistant
Attorney General in the Civil Rights
Division. In addition to his public service
and his teaching, Professor Fisher is a
distinguished scholar. In 1997 he co-
authored a book with Lawrence Friedman
entitled, "The Crime Conundrum: Essays
on Criminal Justice." He is also the
author of several published articles
including, "The Jury's Rise as a Lie
Detector," Yale Law Journal,799'7 and
"The O.J. Simpson Corpus," Stanford
Law Review 1997.
Tournament
Ping Li
Masters deg|ee in
fi'om Seattle UniversttY'
.Ioe Cassidy is planning to practice
law in one of the most picturesque spots
in Maine. He l.ras been offered a job as an
associate in the Blue Hill office of Eaton,
Peabody. Joe, who grew up in the city of
Calais, taught elernentary school in
Gorhaur before attending Maine Law' He
holds a Masters degree in Education and
saicl that becoming a lawyer has been a
goal since he was a Youngster.
Robert Hirshon Visits Campus
MAPII Auction
The Maine Association of public
Interest Law (MApIL) raised a record
$ I 3,000 at its annual auction in April of
this year. Over 150 people were asked to
bid high and often on items such as a
condo for a week in Utah. restaurant cer-
tilicatcs and sailboat excursions. The pro-
ceeds from the annual auction are used to
lund surnlner lellowship positions at non-profit organizations.
Amanda Wood'01 and Loralie
Rackleff '02 co-chaired the auction.
Amanda said that it was a group effort
which resulted in such a success. The stu_
dent-run MAPIL organization solicited
over 100 donated items for the auction.
Several ofthe unique donations included
a motorcycle ride with Maine Supreme
Court Chief Justice Daniel E. Wathen'65,
the sock-of-the-month knitted by
Assistant Dean Barbara Gauditz'8J, and
a humidor made by Ted Small '02. A half
dozen sailboat rides, lobster boat excur-
sions, fishing trips and dinners and
brunches prepared by faculty went to the
highest bidders.
The secret auctioneer was TV weather-
man Lou McNally. Other auctioneers
included Leah R. Babcock '00, Dan Marra
'02 and local attorney Howard Reben.
Special guest auct¡oneef TV weatherman, Lou
McNally.
Professors David Cluchey and Judy
Potter participated in three days of meet-
ings in St. Petersburg, Russia, May 6-8,
2000, among eight law school legal clin-
ics (four American and four Russian) on
the development of a Russian / American
Clinical Legal Education Consortium.
Professor Cluchey moderated the meet-
ings. Professor Potter represented the
Cumberland Legal Aid Clinic. At the end
of the meetings, the law school clinics
signed a letter ofintent to develop a con-
sortium. According to Professor Potter,
the schools hope to share information and
experlences
using the
Internet. They
are currently
exploring the
possibility of
setting up a
communica-
tions server in
Maine to
assist with
that effort.
Professor David Cluchey Professor
Cluchey, who
has made many trips to Russia, said that
the development of legal clinics could
have a significant impact on the develop-
ment of the rule of law in Russia. He
explained that the idea that the Courts are
aplace where people can be protected
and seek remedies is new for many
Russians. "Legal clinics run by law
schools in Russia could help change how
citizens view their court system," he said.
Professor Potter has been working
with the Law Department of Pomor
University to establish and upgrade their
legal aid clinic. She made a presentation
at the conference about the methods used
by the Law School in training and guid-
ing its clinical students. She also present-
ed clinical materials to the other partici-
pants. Professor Potter has made presen-
tations on clinical education in Russia at
various workshops during the past few
years.
In addition to Maine Law's
Cumberland Legal Aid Clinic, participat-
ing American law clinics include
Vermont Law School Clinic, Cleveland
State College (OH) of Law Clinic and
Franklin Pierce Law Center (NH) Clinic.
E
Participating Russian Law School Clinics
are from Archangelsk, Petrozavodsk,
Novgorod and Vologda.
During the first week of August 2000,
Professors Potter and Cluchey, along with
Supreme Judicial Court Justice Caroline
Glassman and Neale Duffett '80, hosted a
delegation ofjudges from the
Archangelsk region of Russia, who were
here to learn about the American judicial
system.
John Duff, Associate Research
Professor of Law and Co-Director of the
Marine Law Institute, was elected to the
Board of Directors of The Coastal
Society, an orgaîizalion of academic,
industry, and governmental professionals
dealing with matters related to the devel-
opment and stewardship of coastal
resources. He was also appointed to the
editorial board of Ocean Development
and International Law, a leading peer-
reviewed law and policy journal dealing
with ocean use and marine policy mat-
ters. Professor Duff has recently written
an article related to deepwater oil and gas
drilling in the Gulf of Mexico and the
US-Mexico maritime boundary published
in Ocean Yearbook 14 (University of
Chicago Press), due to be released in
Summer,2000.
In March, Professor Cab Howard
was the introductory speaker and presen-
ter at the Maine Civil Liberties Union
(MCLU) First
Amendment
Conference. He
spoke on fundamen-
tals of the lst
Amendment. In
July, he will present
a program with
Ass't. Attorney
General, Donald Macomber '89, on the
1999-2000 term of the Supreme Court
for the Attorney General's office in
Augusta.
Dean Colleen A. Khoury was hon-
ored by the Portland YWCA with a
Women of Achievement 2000 Award on
l./.ay 22nd. Each year the organization
recognizes women in the community for
their professional and civic achievements
Dean Khoury is also an active member of
the Board of Directors of the Portland
Symphony and was recently elected to its
Executive Committee.
Professor Michael B. Lang is chair of
an Ethics 2000 Task Force charged with
providing comments on rules proposed
by the Ethics 2000 Commission from
members of the American Bar
Association's
(ABA) Section on
Taxation. Two
reports were sub-
mitted to the
Ethics 2000
Commissìon this
spring. At the
Spring 2000 meet-
ing of the ABA
Section on
Taxation, Professor Míchael Lang
Committee on
Standards ofTax Practice, Professor Lang
provided an "Update on Ethics 2000" and
was a panelist in a discussion on
"Standards of Acceptable Practice in
Rendering Tax Opinions." His article,
"No HOPE (Credits) for Louisiana
Coffers", (co-authored with Glenn E.
Coven of William & Mary's Marshall-
Wythe College of Law) was recently pub-
lished by both State Tax Notes and Thx
Notes.
Professor Lois Lupica's article
"Circumvention of the Bankruptcy
Process: The Statutory
Institutionalization of Securitization
Transactions" has been accepted for pub-
lication inthe Connecticut Law Review.
In the article, Professor Lupica examines
changes in Article 9 of the UCC and pro-
posed modifications in the Bankruptcy
Code currently under consideration by
Congress, as they impact securitization
transactions. Lupica argues that securiti-
zation, as a method of finance, has sig-
nificant economic and distributive
effects, not only upon the parties to the
transaction, but also upon the financier's
shareholders, creditors and other stake-
holders. The grant ofa super-priority of
payment to an exclusive class of asset-
backed securities investors, as contem-
plated by the language in the Bankruptcy
Professor Cab Howard
Reform Act, will have significant nega-
tive effects upon a debtor's unsecured
creditors. Ifit is in the best interest of
society to reform the business bankruptcy
system, or to substitute private contractu-
al alternatives, then that is what ought to
be done. What should not take place,
Lupica concludes, is a circumvention of
the bankruptcy process by a discrete class
of powerful financial market participants,
at the expense ofthose parties least able
to bear the resulting loss. The article is
scheduled for publication in November of
this year.
In April, Professor Judy Potter led a
workshop of fifty participants and spoke
at a statewide conference of social work-
ers, where she addressed how lawyers
and social workers could work coopera-
tively on the problem of domestic vio-
lence.
Professor Alison Rieser taught a
three-week summer school course in
international and
comparative
fisheries law as
part ofTulane
Law School's
international
summef program
on Spetses
Island, Greece.
This spring she
briefed the
Professor Allison Rieser Maine
Commissioner of Marine Resources and
members of the State Planning Office
and Attorney General's Office on the law
ofintertidal property rights and its
impact on the burgeoning rookweed har-
vest in the State. For the 2000-2001 acad-
emic year, she is the George M. Johnson
Visiting Professor of Law at the
University of Hawaii Law School in
Honolulu.
Libra Professor Martin A. Rogoff
continues to pursue his interest in
International Law. He recently published
an article, " The European Union,
Germany and the Lander: New Patterns
of Political Relations in Europe" in the
Columbia Journal of European Lqw. Last
winter he taught a short course in
American constitutional law at the
Faculte de Driot et des Sciences
Economique of the Universite de Maine
in Le Mans, France.
West Group has announced that a
book, Intellectual Property in Commerce,
by Professor Thomas M. Ward will be
published very soon. The book is written
for lawyers who are evaluating intellectu-
al property as collateral, looking for ways
to help a client explore new technology,
or deal with the bankruptcy of a technol-
ogy-heavy debtor. The treatise covers the
following subjects: intellectual property
as a commercial asset; intellectual prop-
erty as collateral; foreclosure on intellec-
tual property, and intellectual property
assets in bankruptcy.
Professor Jennifer Wriggins was a
speaker at a seminar "Vy'hat is Marriage
For? Same-Gender Couples, Law and
Society" on April 4,2000 in Portland.
The Law School and several University
of Southern Maine Departments spon-
sored the seminar. Related to her torts
teaching, she attended a conference
"Rational Actors or Rational Fools, The
Impact of Psychology on Product
Liability" at Roger Williams Law School
(RI) inApril.
She also attended with Dean Colleen
A. Khoury, a conference for invited
scholars and judges on "Women, Justice
and Authority" at Yale Law School in
Connecticut. Speakers at that conference
included Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg,
Stanford Law School Dean Kathleen
Sullivan, Anthony Kronman, Dean of the
Yale Law School, Historian Nancy Cott
and Professor Reva Siegal.
Professor Wriggins published recently
two articles. Her article, "Fashionable
Genetic Explanations in the Courtroom:
Litigating Personal Injuries Based on
Genetic Risk" was published in Zåe
Journal ofBiolaw &
Business Vol. 3, No.
3, 2000, an interna-
tional quarterly on
biotechnology and
life sciences. In this
article Professor
Wriggins reviews Professor Jennifer
and critiques recent wriggins
attempts to use
genetic information in tort litigation and
examines the unique ethical, legal and
social issues raised by these attempts.
A second article, "Marriage Law and
Family Law: Autonomy, Interdependence
and Couples of the Same Gender" has
been published in the Boston College
Law Review, Vol. 41. This article reviews
critiques of contemporary family and
marriage law by "communitarian" schol-
ars who believe that family law has
become too focused on individuals and
individual fulfillment. Based on these
critiques, Professor Wriggins argues that
same gender marriages by couples should
be allowed.
Edward S. Godfrey Professor
Donald Zillman has returned to the Law
School after serving a
year as Interim Provost
for the University of
Maine at Orono. In
that role Professor
Zlllman was responsi-
ble for academic devel-
opment at the
University, including
personnel, strategic Godfrey Professor Don
planning and curricu- zittman
lum planning. "It was a reminder how the
skills of a lawyer can serve you well in a
senior management position," he said. He
is also currently Maine State Chair for
the American Bar Foundation's Fellows
Program. Professor Zillman, who served
as the fourth Dean of the Law School
from 1991 to 1998, will be teaching
Property and Constitutional Law courses
in the fall. His book Energy Law and
Policy for the 2 I st Century (with four co-
authors) was published by the Rocþ
Mountain Mineral Law Foundation in
March 2000. In April, Professor Zillman
presented a seminar on Civil-Military
Relations in the New Century at
Bloomsburg University. He is currently
serving as State Chairman for the
American Bar Foundation Fellows.
This summer, the Law School wel-
comed three visiting professors,
Professors Peter Alexander, Ray
NÍmmer, and Craig Jepson. Peter
Alexander, a professor at Penn
State/Dickinson School of Law taught
Evidence. Ray Nimmer, is the Leonard
H. Childs Professor of Law at the
University of Houston Law Center and
Co-Director of the Houston Intellectual
Properly and Information Center. He
taught a course in Technology Licensing
Law. Craig Jepson, with the Franklin
Pierce Law Center, taught Biotechnology
Law.
E
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Alumni Return To Help
Maine Law Students
The Maine Law Alumni Newsletter
is interested in major events in your
life. Have you taken a new job? Are
there any new additions to your fami-
ly? Have you written a book or set a
world record? We would like to help
you share that information with your
class and other alumni of Maine Law.
Please send your e-mail to
lawalumni@usm.maine.edu or write
to Maine Law, Alumni Otrtce,246
Deering Avenue, Portland, ME 04102.
ALUMNI HONORED
The following alumni were honored at
the winter meeting of the Maine State
Bar Association for their efforts to assist
indigent Mainers through participation in
the Volunteer Lawyers Project: Margaret
T. Johnson,'74 (Aroostook County), Jon
F. Holder, '76, (Cumberland County),
Stephen J. Sucy, '95, (Sagadahoc
County), Jens-Peter Bergen, '88, (York
County). The awards honored the attor-
ney in each county whose VLP cases
closed during 1999 had the highest
cumulative number of pro bono hours. In
addition, Justin W. Leary, '87, of Auburn
was one of five honored for the most
VLP referrals.
E
This last school year, many alumni
came back to Maine Law's campus to
share with current students knowledge
they have gained in the working world. In
conjunction with the Career Services
Office, they have given lectures, helped
with mock interviews, and talked infor-
mally over lunch.
In September 1999, alumni working in
the Greater Washington, DC area dis-
cussed strategies for helping alumni
secure jobs in that area. Alumni partici-
pating were Andrew Brown '76, Alfred
Frawley '76, and Krista Canty '01.
Mock interviews were held on
September 18, 1999. This popular pro-
gram featured practitioners from law
firms, government agencies, and the pri-
vate sector who volunteered to assist stu-
dents in learning how to conduct a better
interview. Each student was given
between one and four interviews that
were followed by feedback from the
interviewers. The program also included
discussions on employment searches and
interview techniques. Alumni participat-
ing were David Bischoff '94, Julie Brady
'97, Carolyn DeGrinney Mitchell '96,
James Haddow'86, Rob Hoy'83, Steven
Lechner '99, Donna Martin '99, Jessica
Maurer '92, Cafherine Capabianco Miller
' 97, Dan Mitchell' 96, Kerry O'Brien
'92, Pamela Smith Sawyer '94, Annee
Tara '73, Deborah Taylor '98, Kathryn
Yezina'90, and Jennifer Lechneq an hon-
orary alumna.
"Get Out of Town", a panel featuring
alumni and students with experience
working in other states was also present-
ed in September 1999. Alumni participat-
ing were Christine Vito '93 and Joe
Welsh'93.
A brown bag lunch with Daniel
Wathen'65, Chief Justice of the Maine
Supreme Judicial Court, took place in
October.
"So, OCI Wasn't ForYou" was pre-
sented on November ll,1999. A panel of
speakers including upper-class students
and recent graduates talked about career
planning and job search techniques.
Alumni participating were Sarah Glynn
'98 and Susan Farady, an honorary alum-
na.
Current and former clerks presented a
panel on the "Benefits of Clerking" in
November 1999. They discussed the
application procedure, the job of a law
clerk and the benefits ofthis excellent
employment opportunity. Alumni partici-
pating were Rebekah Smith '98, Patrick
Mellor '98, John Shumadine '99, and
Melinda Patterson Shain '98.
On February 23,2000, Deborah
Buccina'81 and Deirdre Smith '94 made
a presentation on "Civil Litigation from
Those Who Do It".
As part of the Lawyer Lunches series,
Hon. Joseph Field '76 spoke informally
to discuss the practice oflaw and uses for
a law degree in April 2000.
Also in April, Maine Bar Examiners
Laurie Gibson '84 and James Brannan
gave an overview of the Maine Bar exam
and explained the application and bar
admission process.
Student groups also presented alumni
speakers this year. The Business Law
Association invited Jonathan Goldberg '97
and Christopher Bond '97 to speak on
"The Intersection ofBusiness and the
Law" in February 2000. Sherry Fowler
'01, a current student, spoke about her
current position at a venture capital firm
in March 2000.
Alumni Association Honors
Former Governor John McKerna n '7 4
The Hon- John R. McKernan, )r. '7 4, pictured with Robert A. Î\Aoore '7 4 and Martha W. Howell '7 4,
was the recipient of th¡s year3 Law Alumni Assoc¡at¡on3 D¡stinguished Alumn¡ Serv¡ce Award. The
award was presented at the Annual Alumni D¡nner held on April l, 20OO. Mr. McKernan was recog-
nized for his years of public service as a Congressman and h¡s two terms as Governor of Maine. He
has also been active in local c¡v¡c organ¡zat¡ons and economic development efforts. His classmate
Rol¡ert Moore'74 ¡ntroduced Mr. McKernan and reminisced about their Law School days. Martha
Howell'74, Vice President of the Alumni Association. served as moderator for the dinner: The din-
ner has become a popular event, with this year3 audience of 150 ¿lumni. students and friends fill-
ing the Portland Country Club to capac¡ty.
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Two members of the Class of 'ós,Just¡n Sharaf
and Chief Justice of the Maine Supreme Court,
Daniel Wathen , chat w¡th Dean Emeritus
Edward Godfrey at Annual Alumni Dinner. W¡th
them is Justice Wathens wife Judy.
Several members of the Class of 1970 gath-
ered at the Annual Alumni Dinner held in the
Spring. Shown are Barry Zimmerman, Robert
CouturÌer Jay Thiese, Hon. Tom Delahanty. '
Hon. Susan Calkins, John Ryan
John B. Andrelvs has been named to
fulfill the unexpired term of John
Pendleton, the Merrimack County repre-
sentative on the Board of Governors. Mr
Andrews has also been appointed to the
New Hampshire Advisory Board of
Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield. He
has been Executive Director of the New
Hampshire Municipal Association for
over 25 years.
John D. McElwee of Caribou was
nominated by Governor King to the
Maine District Court. Prior to his
appoinfment, Judge McElwee practiced
law in Caribou. Marc C. Owen, Chief
Counsel to the St. Lawrence Seaway
Development Corp., recently gave an
interview on the website of the Marine
Law Institute, in which he spoke about
his job and prospects for marine-related
governmental law positions. The article,
in its entirety, can be found at
htp :/iwww.mli.usm.maine.edu.
Ellsworth T. Rundlett III, of Cape
Elizabeth was recently elected President
of the Maine Trial Lawyers Association.
He is a partner in the firm of Childs,
Rundlett, Fifield,
Shumway &
Altshuleq and is
board certified as a
civil trial specialist
by the National
Board of Trial
Advocacy. He is also
a member of the
American Board of
Trial Advocates and Ëllsworth T. Rundlett lll
is the author of a
book on personal injury practice. Mr.
Rundlett was President of the Maine Law
Alumni Association in 1989.
The Family Law Section of the Maine
State Bar Association presented its
Annual Achievement Award to Phyllis
Givertz at a reception, dinner and pro-
gram held on Thursday, March 23, at the
Mariner's Church Banquet Center in
Portland. The Section honored Phyllis for
her leadership, professionalism, and ser-
vice to families and her community. Ms.
Givertz serves on the Board of Visitors
for the University of Maine School of
Law. In February James Tierney was
appointed to the Advisory Committee on
Online Access and Security by the
Federal Trade Commission.
Frederick (Eric) Samp, a resident of
Hampden, Maine and counsel for Bangor
Hydro Electric, will continue on the
Maine Bar Foundation Executive
Committee as Immediate Past President.
Thomas L. Goodwin joined Strike &
Gordon, Portlan{ as a trial attorney spe-
cializing in criminal defense. He has been
an assistant district attorney, an assistant
U.S. Attomey for the District of Maine
and an assistant attorney general for the
state of Maine. Kathryn Monahan
Ainsworth is President-Elect of the
Maine Bar Foundation. Kathn¡n is a resi-
dent of Portland and is a parfner in
Portland's Gosline Reitman & Ainsworth
Dispute Resolution Service. Robert E.
Mongue has joined the Law Offices of
Joe Bornstein as an associate in the
Portland office. Jonathan S. Piper, of
Preti, Flaherty, Beliveau, Pachios &
Haley, LLC, recently served on the facul-
ty, for the third consecutive year, at the
Conference on Law Firm Management
and Economics, held in New Orleans.
Jon F. Holder was recently honored by
Maine's Volunteer Lawyers Project for
the most hours completed on a pro bono
case by a sole practitioner. Jon practices
law in South Portland.
James M. Bowie, of Thompson &
Bowie, Portland and Graydon G.
Stevens of Kelly, Remmel &
Zimmerman, Portland both presented lec-
tures at the one-day seminar Insurance
Law In Maine held in Portland on June 7.
Jack Montgomery had a show of his
photographs at the Hay Gallery in
Portland. The show ran from January
through March.
Elliott L. Epstein, (together with
Ronald L. Bissonnette '81) published the
article "Easements Ain't So Easy" in the
Maine Bar Journal, January 2000. Mr.
Epstein is a partner in the firm Isaacson
& Raymond in Lewiston, Maine. Mark
G. Lavoie is serving as President of the
Maine State Bar Association. Mr. Lavoie
is with the firm of Norman, Hanson and
DeTroy in Portland.
Judith W. Andruckio a partner in the
law firm Hark Andrucki of Lewiston, is
serving on the board of the University of
Maine System. She is a member of the
Board of Directors and the Development
Committee for the Maine Music Society,
and is a member of the Professional
Review Committee of St. Mary's Hospital
and has served on numerous boards and
commissions. In addition, she sings with
the Androscoggin Chorale and Top Forty,
an a cappella quartet. Gerard Conley ran
his second Boston Marathon this spring
in the time of 3 hours and l7 minutes.
Mr. Conley is a partner in the firm of
Cloutier, Barrett, Cloutier and Conley of
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Portland. Patricia G. Worth was recently
nominated by Governor Angus King to
the Maine District Court. Judge Worth
had been practicing law in Belfast,
Maine.
In August, Neale Duffett, along with
Professors Judy Potter and David
Cluchey and Supreme Judicial Court
Justice Caroline Glassman, hosted a dele-
gation ofjudges from the Archangel
region of Russia, who were here to learn
about the American judicial system.
Thomas F. Jewell and Daniel W. Boutin
announce the incorporation of their firm,
now known as Jewell & Boutin, P.4., and
the relocation ofthe firm in February to
477 Congress Street, Suite 814, Portland.
Naomi H. Honeth has joined the Law
Offices of Joe Bornstein as an associate
in the Portland office. Barbara
Mantegani wanted everyone in her class
Class of l9B0 at the Alumni D¡nner th¡s
Spring. Janice Cohen. Judith Fletcher
Vøoodbury, Stephan¡e Anderson. Jim Longley,
Greg Powell.
to know she has taken up running and
has competed in several 10K races in the
Washington DC area. Roberta Ouellette
moved to Raleigh, North Carolina nearly
five years ago, and since then has served
as an Assistant Attorney General for the
state. She represents the North Carolina
Appraisal Board, which licenses and reg-
ulates real estate appraisers. This includes
prosecuting disciplinary actions as well
as serving as general counsel to the
Board. Her husband is a data administra-
tor at Glaxo-Wellcome. Their daughte¡
Megan, is 17 and a junior in high school.
Beth Dobson was recently recognized by
Maine's Volunteer Lawyers Project for
her work in finding lawyers to provide
pro bono services. Ms. Dobson is a part-
ner at Verrill &Dana in Portland.Peggy
L. McGehee is a resident of Falmouth
and practices with Perkins, Thompson,
Hinckley & Keddy in Portland. In
January, Ms. McGehee was elected presi-
dent of the Maine Bar Foundation.
Ronald L. Bissonnette, (together with
Elliott L. Epstein,'78) published the arti-
cle "Easements Ain't So Easy" in the
Maine Bar Journal, January 2000. He is
a partner in the firm oflsaacson &
Raymond, located in Lewiston, Maine.
James D. Poliquin, of Norman, Hanson
& DeTroy, Portland presented a lecture at
the one-day seminar Insurance Law In
Maine held in Portland on June 7.
Jeffrey W. Jones presented the lecture
"Developments' 
-'What's New? What's
on the Horizon?" at a seminar presented
by the Maine State Bar Association,
Charitable Gifting as Part of the Estate
Plan on May 18 in Portland. Susan
Parcels presented a lecture, "The Rights
of the Press" at a seminar sponsored by
the Maine Civil Liberties Union entitled
The Heart of the Bill of Rights: Freedom
ofExpression, Freedom ofthe Press held
at the Law School on March 16.
Edwinna C. Vanderzanden is now
associated with Getman, Stacey, Tamposi,
Schulthess and Steere in Bedford, New
Hampshire.
HenriA. Benoit will concentrate his
practice in Social Security Disability law
in the Portland office of the Law Offices
of Joe Bornstein. Faye Luppi of Legal
Resources & Consulting, Poland Spring,
has joined the Maine Service Exchange,
a project of the Maine Commission for
Community Service, as a consultant.
Anthony E. Perkins, the senior technolo-
gy, computer and e-commerce attorney at
Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer & Nelson, has
been appointed to the worldwide Internet
Advisory Council, a virtual think tank
aimed at exploring corporate perceptions
of technology products, vendors and
trends. Kenneth P. Altshuler has joined
the firm of Childs, Rundlett, Fifield,
Shumway & Altshuler in Portland.
Martin Schindler, an attorney prac-
ticing in South Portland, has been elected
Vice President of the Alternative Dispute
Resolution Section of the Maine State
Bar Association. Michael D. Urban, a
partner in the Wellesley, MA firm of
Kehr & Urban, was recently recognized
for his distinguished service as Co-
President of the Boston Inn of Court.
Beth Gallie (together with Deirdre
Smith '94) published the article
"Representing Deaf Clients: What Every
Lawyer Should Know" inthe Møine Bør
Journal,April2000. Ms. Gallie is a civil
rights staff attorney at Maine Center on
Deafness and via the Internet, a fransla-
tor of Russian laws and judicial opinions
for Garant Service in Moscow. Gisele
Nadeau of Portland is president-elect of
the Maine Trial Lawyers Association. She
is a partner in the firm of Nadeau &
Fogel in Portland. Diane Dusini has been
elected to the board oftrustees ofthe
Nathan & Henry B. Cleaves Law Library.
Patricia Peard presented a lecture
"The Development of First Amendment
Law in Cases Arising from Advocacy for
Gay Civil Rights" at a seminar sponsored
by the Maine Civil Liberties Union enti-
tled The Heart of the Bill of Rights:
Freedom of Expression, Freedom of the
Press held at the Law School on March
16. She is associated with the Portland
law firm of Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer &
Class of 1985 at the Annual Alumn¡ D¡nner:
Brett Babef Faye Luppi, lgnatius Macleflan,
James Hunt, Maureen Keegan, Geoff Fitzgerald
¡.
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Nelson. Jane Potter is now a Principal at
Seed Intellectual Property Law Group,
PLLC (formerly Seed & Berry) in
Seattle, WA, where she has worked for
over a year. Her practice is in biotechnol-
ogy patent prosecution, and she is co-
chair of the firm's Biotechnology/
Chemical Practice Group.
Christian T. Chandler is a member
of the Portland firm of Curtis Thaxter
Stevens Broder & Micoleau LLC, where
he practices litigation, intellectual proper-
ty and corporate law. Mr. Chandler
served on the faculty ofthe conference
"Choice of Business Entity in Maine:
How to Do it Righf'on May l0 in
Portland. Victoria Powers is now associ-
ated with The Law Offices of Patricia
Nelson Reade in Portland. Rebecca J.
Sargent is the Senior Trust Officer at
Union Trust Company in Ellsworth,
Maine. She presented the lecture "Pitfalls
- 
Traps for the Unwary" at the Maine
State Bar Association's CLE program
"Charitable Gifting as Part of the Estate
Plan: Maximizingthe Tax Benefits of
Your Client's Charitable Intent" on May
18, 2000 in Portland. Donald Sipe who
works within the Energy and Utilities
Practice Groups at Preti, Flaherty,
Believeau, Pachios & Haley LLC was
elected a member of the firm.
Ruta Elvikis is now working for the
U.S. Department of State as Citizen
Services Specialist in the Office of
Children's Issues. Prior to accepting her
current assignment, she served as a
Foreign Service Officer in Poland and
Australia. A. Robert Ruesch, a member
of the firm's Construction Law Practice
Group, has becorne a partner at Verrill &
Dana in Portland. Kozak & Gayer, PA
announced that Benjamin P. Townsend
has become a shareholder of the firm.
Townsend practices in the firm's Augusta
office, where he focuses primarily on
advising health care providers in matters
relating to contracting, compliance with
governmental regulations, and corporate
matters. Anne M. Carney has become a
member of the firm Norman, Hanson &
DeTroy in Portland.
J¡ll E, Shibles'89
The Honorable Jill E. Shibles '89,
has been named the first Executive
Director of the National Tribal Justice
Resource Center. The Center, which will
be housed at the National Indian Law
Library in Boulder, CO, will provide
daily support and assistance to American
Indial and Alaska Native justice systems.
Judge Shibles, a member of the
Penobscot Nation of Maine, is currently
Chief Judge of the Mashantucket Pequot
Tribal Court of Connecticut. She is also
an Appellate Justice of the
Passamaquoddy Appellate Court of
Maine.
According to Judge Shibles, "The
National Tribal Justice Resource Center
has the potential to provide very real and
practical benefits to every American
Indian and to the Alaska Native justice
system. "Tribal courts are one of the
clearest expressions of tribal sovereignty,"
she said. "The Resou¡ce Center will
allow us to assist tribes, to strengthen
their inethods of self-government and
improve the climate within tribal lands
for economic prosperity."
The new organization intends to
make use of the Internet to provide
resources to local tribal justice systems.
It will create a clearinghouse of existing
judicial resource materials, provide a
searchable database oftribal justice sys-
tem opinions, provide onJine reference
and research services, and establish a
mentoring program for tribal justice sys-
tems.
Judge Shibles plans to assume her
new duties on September lst. She will
be relocating to Colorado with her hus-
band, Bruce N. Shibles '87.
Class of 1990 at the
Annual Alumni Dinner:
(Front row) Kathryn
Vezina, Cornelia Fuchs
Fisher. Christina Moylan
Hall, Tomm¡e Burke,
Linda Russell, Jenn¡fer
Sternick.
{Back row) Mark Fisher
(CorneliaS husband),
Dennís Doiron. Mark
Lawrence, Prof. Nancy
Wanderer, Bob
MacDonald, Rufus Brown
{TommieS husband),
Joyce Leary, V¡ctoria
Muller, Stan Piecuch,
Giancarlo Cicchetti
pennifer3 husband)
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James M. Saffian and Deborah L.
Shaw have both been named partners in
the firm of Pierce Atwood in Portland.
Mr. Saffian is in the Corporate Law
Department and Ms. Shaw is a member
of the Energy, Telecommunications &
Utilities Group. Monica Bigtey has been
elected to the board oftrustees ofthe
Nathan & Henry B. Cleaves Law Library.
Russell B. Pierce has become a member
of the firm Norman, Hanson & DeTroy
in Portland.
Jonathan A. Block has been named a
partner in the firm of Pierce Atwood in
Portland. Mr. Block is in the Taxation
Department. Lynne Skeirik and James
Patnode are transferring in September to
the U.S. Embassy in Paris where Lynne
will be on detail to the French Ministry
of Foreign Affairs. Thomas Bradley was
elected vice-president ofthe board of
trustees of the Nathan & Henry B.
Cleaves Law Library. John Wall has been
elected to the board oftrustees ofthe
Nathan & Henry B. Cleaves Law Library.
Bruce Nicholson joined Vy'oodward &
Curran as a senior regulatory specialist.
Sean Carnathan has been elected as a
junior partner with Hale and Dorr, LLP in
Boston. He and his wife, Kellie, welcomed
their son, Maxwell Alexandeq into their
family on September 19, 1999. Their
daughter, Molly, is six and will be starting
first grade at the Vy'aldorfSchool in
Lexlqgton this fall. Afler a six-month
foray ùto private corporate practice, Jim
Stolley has returned to the U.S.
Department of Justice/Immigration and
Naturalization Service as Assistant District
Counsel in the San Francisco office. He's
happy to have tried it,butrealized that his
heart was in government service. Jim lives
in Sausalito, California. Robin Watts, for-
merþ a staffattorney and underwriter with
Attorney's Title Guaranty Fund, Inc. in
Champaign, Illinois, has relocated to
Portland, Maine. She is now Maine State
Counsel for Fidelity National Title
Insurance Company, working in its South
Portland office.
E
Kurt E. Klebe served as a primary
instructor for a one day workshop
"Advanced Issues for Maine Tax-Exempt
Organizations" held Jnly 12,2000 in
Portland. Mr. Klebe specializes in estate
giving and charitable gift planning with
Verrill & Dana, LLP in Portland. In
April, Jonathan rfJT" Mann began
working as Corporate Counsel for a
biotech company, BC International
Corporation in Dedham, Massachusetts.
The company holds a number of patents
on bacteria that can convert bio-waste
into ethanol. On September 29,1999,
Linda (Rossignol) Ramsden, along with
husband Matt and daughter, Emma, wel-
comed the arrival of their daughter, Alex
Elisabeth. Ms. Ramsden is an appellate
defender for the Committee for Public
Counsel Services of Boston. Deirdre M.
Smith (together with Beth Gallie, '87)
published the article "Representing Deaf
Clients: What Every Lawyer Should
Know" infhe Maine Bar Journal, April
2000. Ms. Smith is a litigation attorney at
Drummond Woodsum & MacMahon in
Portland. Her areas of concentration
include labor and employment litigation,
commercial disputes and school litiga-
tion. Dorothy M. Wentworth is now
Senior Vice President and Administrative
Manager at the Stratevest Group, A
Banknorth Company in Portland.
Allan Statton Hammock, Jr. is
senior associate at the law firm of
O'Brien, Butler, McConihe & Schaefer,
PLLC. The firm is a corporate law firm
that acts as General Counsel to several
tax-exempt/non-profit corporations and
organizations in the Washington, D.C.
metropolitan area. John Gause presented
a lecture "Student Expression" at a semi-
nar sponsored by the Maine Civil
Liberties Union entitled The Heart of the
Bill of Rights: Freedom of Expression
Freedom ofthe Press held at the Law
School on March 16. John is associated
with the firm of Berman & Simmons in
Lewiston. Christopher Goss is now a
claims representative with Progressive
Insurance. William H. Stiles was named
a shareholder and director at Skelton,
Taintor & Abbott, Auburn. He joined the
firm in 1995. His practice has focused on
representation of hospitals and health
care entities. Joel A. Wuesthoff has
joined the Commercial, Real Estate, and
Business Department of Bernstein, Shur,
Sawyer & Nelson.
Theresa Cloutier is President of
Maine Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts
which was featured in the article
"Making the Case for Art" in the
Audience section of the Maine Sunday
Telegram, May 28, 2000. William
ooChip' Mason is now Corporate
Counsel for Venture Info Capital in
Burlington, VT. The çompany specializes
in intellectual property consulting.
Germani & Riggle, LLC, of Portland is
pleased to announce that Kieran N.
Shields has become associated with the
firm. Catherine Lundgren is now the
Marketing Manager for Verrill & Dana in
Portland.
Kimberly Houghton graduated with
an LL.M. in Litigation and Dispute
Resolution, with highest honors, from the
George Washington University Law
School in December 1999. She recently
left the legal department at National
Geographic Society to work in the Office
of General Counsel at the National
Wildlife Federation in Vy'ashington, DC.
Bryce E. Weatherly is now Manager,
Government Affairs with Gap Inc. in San
Francisco, California. Martin Womer
has joined the firm of Rucci, Burnham,
Carta &. Edelberg, LLP in Darien,
Connecticut. Ande Smith and his wife
Gina proudly announce the birth of
Sophia Cateúna born April 13, weighing
5lbs. 8oz. Ande practices law at Pierce
Atwood in Portland.
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Andrew Sarapas, an associate in
Verrill &Dana, LLP's Bankruptcy and
Commercial Law Group, authored an
article appearing in
the June 2000 edi-
tion of the
European legal
journal, Revue du
Marchë Commun et
de l'Union
Européenne.The
article, entitled
"Les Droits Des
Personnes
Andrew Sarapas Handicapées Dans
le Domaine des
Transports Européens," concerns the con-
struction of a European-wide transporta-
tion network. Mr. Sarapas argues that
accommodations need to be made for
physically handicapped persons in the
form of European Union level legislation,
perhaps drawing in part upon the
Americans With Disabilities Act. The
article includes a credit to Professor
Rogoffwho worked with Andrew on the
early drafts. Mark J. Winter is an asso-
ciate speciali zing in maritime insurance
matters at the NewYork City firm of
Clark, Atcheson & Reisert. Charles C.
Hedrick has been elected to the Board of
Directors of the Maine Civil Liberties
Union (MCLU). JulieA. Mallett has
become an Associate in the Litigation
Department of Gross, Minsþ, Mogul &
Singal in Bangor.
Merritt T. Carey has joined the firm
of Verrill &Dana, LLP as an associate in
the Portland office. Melissa (Perry)
Cross has moved from NewYork to
Washington, DC where she continues to
work for the firm of Arnold & Porter.
Donna Martin, a certified Guardian Ad
Litem, has joined the Law Offices of
Robert Montgomery in Portland.
New Hampshire Area Alumni
Maine Law alumni attended a reception at the law Office of
Mclane, Graf, Raulerson & Middleton, with dinner following at
the Blue Mermaid, May 3lst in Portsmouth, NH.
Back row: Dean Colleen Khoury. Ph¡l Desfosses'9o. Jack Hunt '73, Michael
Ouinn'BB.
Middle row: Brad Stolzer '92, Dean Ed Godfrey, Edwinna
V ander zanden'8 4. Teresa Mahoney-Mulle n' I 2, P atri ck Maxcy' 9 9 .
Front row: Rita Calamari '80. Martha Howell'74, Duncan McEachern 'ó8.
Stephan¡e Norton '99
Washington, D.C.
Alumni from V/ashington, D.C. attended a reception at
the office of Clifford Chance, Rogers & Wells, LLP, May
15th.
David Evans '78, Martha Casey '82, Andy Brown'7 6
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By the time Jim Tierney graduated
from Maine Law in l974,he was already
demonstrating his political and leadership
skills as a member of the Maine House of
Representatives. By 1976, he was serving
as Majority Leader of the House, and in
1980 he became Attorney General of
Maine. After serving in that post for a
decade and two unsuccessful campaigns
for other positions, Jim left public office
in 1990. He set up a consulting practice
offering to help attorneys general nation-
wide with major cases, and to assist them
in training their staffs.
Jim also advised officials in Eastern
Europe's emerging democracies and
supervised national elections in Croatia,
Albania and
Cameroon. He was
special counsel in an
investigation of the
Pennsylvania
Supreme Court and
was a regular com-
mentator on Court TV
Jim has lectured at
law schools across the
country.
Jim is best known
nationally as a major
force in organizing
the state attorneys
general in their fight
against the tobacco
industry, and for his
involvement in recent
antitrust litigation
against Microsoft. He
JimTierney'74
uses his legal training and decade of
experience as an attorney general to pro-
vide assistance to state attorneys general
(AGs) on these and other national issues.
In a Washington Post article,
Connecticut Attorney General Richard
Blumenthal said about Jim Tierney, "He's
a raconteur, he's a schmoozer, he's good
company. But, he also understands the
role of attorneys general. He's been there
and faced many of the issues. So he can
understand as well as advise."
When we visited with Jim recently at
his Lisbon Falls farmhouse, he was busy
taking calls from the New York Times and
E
Jim Tierney '74
Washington Post regarding the Microsoft
antitrust decision.
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1[lJim, you høve been involved ín thel¡/ tobacco settlement ønd the
lllcrosoft case. How would you deJine
whøl you do?
A "Well, it ísntt easy to describe! Ihøve been øn active þrce in bring-
ing the stete aÍtorneys general into
nationul issues for twenQt years. Even
øfter our successes, ít is st¡ll counterìn-
taitìve þr møny observers. So, I teøch, I
consult ønd I ødvße.
And, I tølk to
reporters who do not
understønd the role
attorneys general pløy
ìn the natíonal íssues.
Sínce f sturted con-
sultíng on these
íssues, I hsve worked
wíth over høIf the støte
attorneys generøL,
The reøction I
often get, especìølly
from prìvate busíness,
ís one of bewìlder-
ment. Remember the
scene in the movìe,
Butch Cassìdy and the
Sundønce Kíd, where
the posse wøs closìng
ín on Pqul Newmøn
ønd Robert Redþrd?
AII they could søy was, 'llho øre these
guys, qnywøy?' I guess that is part of
my job to answer that questìon."
A : "ll/hen I consult wìth someonethey híre me for my views. They
get my perspectìve and phìlosophy. I do
not chønge thøt for the clíent As you
can tell, I øm concerned qbout the trend
towørds mergers und the øttítudes of
some large busìnesses. I am not øføn of
greed and ørrogance.t'
1)You hsve been outspoken about cer-l¡/ tqin business practices, especiully3,/tn regqrd to antttrust tssues, yet you con-
sult with Democrøts, Republícøns ønd
businesses. Are there ever conflicts?
A "There ìs no typicøl døy becøuse Ido this ølone wíthout øn øssistønt
or secletary. I um out there wíthout ø
net. I do my own research ønd typing. I
møke ertensive use of the Internet to
scøn the news ønd keep ín touch with
events ønd my clíents. Just this morning,
I spoþe to an Attorney Generøl on q per-
sonnel metter, ørrønged ø meeting in
Washíngton, DC, ønd was intewìewed by
severøl newspapers on the Microsoft
decisíons. In addítion, I høve been doing
reøding on the øirline mergers ønd
Internet privacy íssues.
f høve cut back my travel to øboul 60
days a yeør. And, I try to spend ø good
pørt of every døy reøding. I reød the
New York Times and Wall Street Journal
from cover to cover, peruse the Internet
to look qt ørticles of ínterest in specíJîc
pøpers qnd reød muteríuls sent by col-
leøgues ønd clíents. I øm pretty much
up-to-døte on most hìgh tech policy
issaes. And, I øm currenfly reøding
Bowling Alone, whìch argues thøt we
are ìncreøsìngly ísolqted în life,s deøl-
ings.
I øm excìted by what I øm doíng, but
I do mßs the community of my office
when I wøs Attorney General. Il wøs øn
honorfor me to work wíth so many oat-
støndìng men ønd women, møny of
whom were grøduøtes of Møíne Løw. It
wasn)t just Cqb Howard [currently on
the faculty at the School of Lawf or
Leígh Saufley [a 1980 graduate of Maine
Law and a member of the Supreme
Judicial Court of Maine]. It was øn
entire office of dedícøted publíc løwyers
and stffi I am grøteful I hød the
chønce to leqd it."
a lVhøt ís next þr you ønd yourwork?
,l 'I will be teoching ø course at
.f,,Cotumbíq Law School this føll
on t'The Role of State Attorneys General
¡n Mult¡state Lítígatìon." I am excited
(Continued on Page 231
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Class ol 19-75
The Class of 1975 held its 25th Reunion this year on June 2-4.
Activities included a lobsterbake at the home of Kim Matthews
'75, a cruise to CliffIsland, and a dinner at Inn-By-The-Sea.
Alums had a chance to relax and catch up with old friends and
professors.
Murrough O'Brien, Vl¡ll¡am Howison,
Ernest Manderson
ly¡lliam Howison, Conn¡e Miller, Ellen George, Ernest Manderson, Eric Samp, Dan
Tabe4 Wallace Reed, Robert Buftemeld, Kim Matthews
Eric Samp, Cushing samp, Kim Matthews, Gerald Petruccell¡
Hon. Paul Fr¡tzsche and his wife, Anne Rodier
E
Margaret J, l(ravchuk'7 6
When Judge Margaret Kravchuk grad-
uated from Maine Law in 7976,her
intention was to serve a one-year term as
a clerk for the Maine Superior Court in
Bangor and then return to the greater
Portland area. Twenty-five years later, she
resigned as Chief Justice of the Maine
Superior Court to accept an appointment
as Federal Magistrate Judge in Bangor.
This makes her the first
woman to be appointed to
the Federal Judiciary in the
State of Maine.
Judge Kravchuk was
recently honored by the
Women's Law Association
as the 1999 Alumna of the
Year, and was also presented
with the Caroline Duby
Glassman Award. The award
is presented annually by the
Women's Law Section of the
Maine State Bar Association.
It recognizes a member of the
Q¿{ :: ;, !,í íi,', í"î i f íiÍ iiî,, "experience oJ'working øs u Federul
Møgistrøte Judge?
A
some ofthe projects you høve been
involved wíth recently?
A : "I øm cuwently ø boørd memberof the Bøngor Educøtìon
Foandøtíon. We mqke smøll grønts to
help locøl teøchers with innovøtive pro-
jects. I høve ølso been øctive with the
Greøter Bangor Domestic Violence Tøsk
Force'ctnd øn orgønizøtion cølled Kíds
First. The mission of thøt organizøtíon
ís to try to help pørents who are gettíng
divorced deal better with their chíldren,s
issues.tt
Margaret J. Kravchuk '7 6
: "My working days øre før less
structured with courtroom øppeør-
ances ønd most days I cun be deøling
with ø numher of issues. Federøl
Møgistrate Judges øre
øppointed for eight years.
In federøl crímínøl cøses
we deul with proceedings øt
the ínitiøl støges, such øs
holdíng ørrøígnment ønd
bail heørings. In civil cøses
we deøl with øll prelimínary
matters such øs discovery
ønd other pretriøl matters.
In ttconsentt' cøses, we degl
with the entíre civil cøse."
On øny gíven day, I will
probøbly work on a written
opinion, help attorneys
8#:' ; :;:"! :!: :: ;: :';:: #:!"#"
,l: "Yes, or maybe I should say that
.d,some people from rhe Law School
Maine Bar who has demonstrated leader-
ship in working to remove barriers and
advance the position of women in Law or
the community. Past recipients have
worked to educate the bench and bar on
the the status of women in the profession
and acted as role models for younger
women lawyers..
Between 1971 and 1984, Judge
Kravchuk was both an Assistant and
Deputy District Attorney in the Bangor
area. In February 1984, she was appoint-
ed by Governor Joseph Brennan '63 to
become the area's District Attorney, and
successfully ran for office in November
of that year. Her term as elected District
Attorney may be one of the briefest in
history, as she was nominated to be
District Judge only seven days into her
elected term.
In 1990, Judge Kravchuk was nomi-
nated by Governor John McKernan'J4
as a Superior Court Justice and became
Chief Justice of Maine's Superior Court
in 1997.
B
resolve ø díscovery conflict snd hold øn
initial øppeørance on ø críminsl møtten
I møy be on ø conference cøll with ø
number of øttorneys helpíng them to
resolve some dispute. In cívil cøses,
where the pørties agree, I will be the
presiding judge in ø jury trìøL. In føct
next week I øm schedaled þr four døys
of tríals. In the Saperior Court you
could expect to be in the courtroom øll
døy, every døy, ønd I enjoy the chønge of
pøce here in Federql Court."
(l: lthen yoa served as ø Superior
lr/ Court Justice, what were the most
ñtorqbte cqses?
,l: "There were severql murder cøses
.f,thqt I doubt I wilt.forgef. ln one
case the juty ønd I toik a trip to ø
príson segregation unit h'hich wus the
scene of ø murden Another case
ínvolved the killíng of ø bøby und øn
anusuøl cøst of charøcters."
¡ ¡1 llhen the Yl/omen's Law
þ/.Associøtìon honored you øs
ATumna of the Year, they cited your civic
leødership in the Bangor øres. llhøt sre
have kept in contøct wífh me. When I
was sworn in us ø Møgistrøte Jadge in
January, Professor Judy Potter sent me
ø number of decisions thst she thought I
would find interesting. And, I høve been
in telephone contøct recently with
Professor Mel Zørr, discussing prospec-
live løw clerks I pløn to hire.'
1[ ¡a What ure some of the experìencesl-/ thøt you remember during your
-
døys as a sÍudenf ut Møìne Luw?
A : "I remember the summer five ofus worked as legal ínterns for the
Cumberlønd Legøl Aid Clinic. The clinic
was downtown in Portlønd on the thìrd
floor of øn old office building, and we
províded legøI services to some ofthe
ørea's poorest citizens. I remember well
the other Møine Løw interns. Joe Field
is now ø District Court Judge in Bøth.
The others in the office were Joøn
Kídmøn lwho is a state court case man-
agement officer in Bathl, Chørlie Keøn
[President ofthe accounting firm of
McDonald Page and Companyl øndAndy
Brown [an attorney working in
Washington, D.C.l. I don't know qbout
Chørlie andAndy personølly now
because I høven't seen them in yeørs.
Bat, we hødfan that summen"
lcontinued on Page 23)
I
Legal Clinic
Planning 3Oth
Year Celebration f
Seeking Memoirs
Flom Alumni
This fall, the Cumberland Legal
Aid Clinic will celebrate its 30th birth-
day. The Clinic is interested in preserv-
ing the experiences of former students
in a book, to be tentatively called
Conversations 
.from the Clínic's Thirty
Years of Student Memories. Former
student attorneys are encouraged to
write to the Clinic with their favorite
memory.
During the last thirty years over
1,000 Maine Law graduates have
served as student attorneys at the
Clinic. In this capaciry they have pro-
vided legal services and access to jus-
tice to many of Maine's poorest citi-
zens.
Former Clinic Director Professor
Judy Potter has written Clinic alumni
and asked them to write about experi-
ences in the Clinic. "The stories can be
poignant or funny," she said. "l can
think of many things that have hap-
pened over the years that should be
memorialized." Professor Potter is
chairing the Legal Aid Clinic's 30th
reunion event.
In addition to publishing a book of
Clinic memoirs. the Clinic was also
planning a symposium and celebration
late in the fall. Professor Scott Gould,
Clinic Director, said that he hoped that
many former students would partici-
pate. "We look forward to hearing
frorn many former students about what
the Clinic experience has meant to
their professional careers," he said.
Articles should be personal recol-
lections and stories about the Clinic
experience. There are no length limits,
but shorter articles stand a better
chance ofbeing published. They
should be typed; articles submitted in
electronic format are encouraged.
Authors should also submit a short
biography and photo, ifpossible.
Articles and stories can be e-mailed
to lawalumni@usm.maine.edu or
mailed to Cumberland Legal Aid
Experiences. University of Maine
School ofLaw, 246 Deering Ave.,
Portland, ME 04102.
(Dean3 Column, cont¡nued from Page f I
Through our Technology Law Center,
we have also been able to expand our
curriculum in significant ways. This
spring, we offered a course in E-
Commerce and the Law, as well as a sem-
inar taught by Professor Tom Ward on the
commercial law issues involving intellec-
tual property. In our current Summer
Session, we are offering two technology
courses -- Technology Licensing Law
taught by Professor Ray Nimmer,
Reporter for the new Uniform Computer
Transactions Information Act and a facul-
ty member at the University of Houston
Law Centeq and Biotechnology Law,
taught by Professor Craig Jepson ofthe
Franklin Pierce Law Center. In the fall,
we will oller our lirst-ever course in
Patent Law. The Center will also provide
a course to engineering students at the
University of Southern Maine entitled
"Engineering Innovations and the Patent
Process."
In addition, plans are underway for an
on-line publication, tentatively entitled E-
Merge, which will feature scholarly arti-
cles and research by Maine Law students
on issues of law and technology. Many
of those involved in the planning are
active members of the student-run Maine
Law and Têchnology Association.
I am delighted to report two new
developments. First, the Maine
Legislature has provided funding for the
establishment of the Maine Patent
Program which will operate under the
aegis ofthe Technology Law Center.
Second, we have received notice that the
Maine Science and Têchnology
Foundation has funded a proposal from
our Marine Law Institute for the estab-
lishment of a Marine Research
Connectivity Network. The grant will
provide funds for an ATM (asynchronous
transfer mode)iAudio Visual site that will
enable marine researchers and educators
at the Marine Law Institute, UMaine at
Orono, Maine Maritime Academy and the
Darling Marine Center to "tap into" each
other's expertise and experience, to con-
duct collaborative research, and to
expand education and training throughout
the State.
On a personal level, the Dean may
still be dragging herself into the last half
ofthe 20th century. But, you should be
proud that the Law School is, with your
help, rnarching smartly into the 21st.
lJim Tierney, cont¡nued from Page 20,
øbout thøt opportunity. I recently made
severøl presentøtions in Silicon Vølley
regarding Internet privøcy issaes ønd I
øm following events in thøt area very
closely, I øm also very opposed to pend-
ing mergers in the sirline business.
I *a ll/hen vou urtended Maine Law,
Uwhøt wJs your ntosî diJJîcult,-
course (
A "Il tçcts g course on taxution tøughtby Professor Rogoll It sure wøsn't
Mørtyls fault, it jast didn't sink in."
You can learn more about Jim Tierney
'74,by logging onto his Web Site at
http ://www. cl inic. net/users/j tierney.
{Margaret Kravchuk,cont¡nued from
previous pagef
I wøs a second yeør student when we
held the Jirst Christmøs pøgeønt, ønd I
remember it being ø lot of fun after ø
long semesten I andersfønd thøt trudi-
tion continues todøy.'
I ølso remember thut Muine Iøw was
quite ø bargøin in the mid-1970s. I had
been living in Rhode Islund at fhe time
ønd there wøs an interstute tuition
øgreement. I think I only pøid 8600 /
yeør tuition."
/fl: lle understønd that you ure mar-
Uried to anoÍher Maine Luw grødu-
íilHaroltt Hsmilton '76, who was in
your class.
,l : "l resllv never knew Hørold very
Awetl ur Msine Lsw, When I moved
to Bøngor ufter grøduation, I didn't
know ønyone locally, so I tried to connect
with the other Møine Law grøduates in
the øreø, I guess thøt connection slack."
Executive Dircctort Report
The following report recognizes the
donors and many friends whose great
team effort made the 1999 Annual Fund
Campaign for Maine Law the best ever.
Donations grew by nearly 15%o from
$185,000 to $214,000, a record amount.
David Silk '85 and his team of volun-
teers, the class agents, Mary Nelson and
Patricia Constant, Kristina Hals, Dean
Colleen Khoury and many others pitched
in to make the effort successful.
Sometimes in our gratitude to recog-
nize the campaign effort, we overlook the
stewardship of these gifts by the Alumni
Board and Law School.
Fifty percent of the gifts made to the
annual fi¡nd are designated to named
funds, endowments or specific purposes.
Undesignated funds given by alumni are
used for scholarships, public interest fel-
lowships and to help underwrite impor-
tant activities at the Law School and your
Alumni Association. This year your
Alumni Association Board of Directors,
working closely with Dean
Khoury, made very significant
increases in financial aid pro-
grams with emphasis on
atfracting the very best stu-
dents with financial needs.
They also increased support
for public interest fellowships and other
school activities such as underwriting the
travel expenses for Maine Law's champi-
onship Trial Advocacy Team,
Overall discretionary funds from the
Alumni Association to help with school
needs and scholarships grew from
$53,000 to $75,500, a whopping 43o/o.
V/ith less than one percent ofall contri-
butions being used to çover fund raising
costs, your gift is a great value, vital to
the school and to the students.
The most significant trend in the 1999
Annual Fund Campaign was a25Yo
increase in leadership giving, gifts of
$1,000 or more. However, there was a
slight decrease in the percent participa-
tion of alumni making
gifts. With over one
third of the alumni par-
ticipating, Maine Law
continues to enjoy one
of the highest participa-
tion rates among public
law schools in the country The generous
support from each and every alumnus/a is
essential to the school and to our students.
Current Alumni Association President
Peter McKenney'77 and this year's
Campaign Chair Martha Howell '74, are
asking each alumnus/a to make a gener-
ous gift, based on his or her personal sit-
uation, to the Annual Fund Campaign.
Your donation helps make an outstanding
legal education more affordable for many
students and it contributes to the quality
of education and reputation of Maine
Law.
John C. Gundersdorf
DISTRIBUTION OF 1999 ALUMNI FUNDS
2%
About one-half of the all
gifts in 1999 went to named
endowment funds. The Alumni
Association distributed the
remaining funds as follows:
8l o/o - Student Assistance and
Law School Support
l5o/o - Alumni Newsletter
Printing and Mailing
2olo - Fund-Raising Expenses
2o/o - Special Events and
Reunions
81%
Scho/arshþs,
lap Schoo/
fe//oushþs,
FFæ
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Supporl
PARTICIPATION BY CI.ASS
In 1999, Løw School alumní,
fríends ønd beneføctors gøve ø
record ømount ín support of our
løw school and íts students.
Gíving grew from 8185,000 to
over 8274,000 ønd we exceeded
our goøl of røisíng 8195,000 for
the 1999 Annuøl Fund.
The lørgest íncrease cøme in
leødership gtÍts, gtÍts of over
81,000. The number of leødershíp
gffis increased by 25% to 65
donors, ønd the ømount given
increøsed by over 35%.
The chørt at ríght shows, by
Løw School class year, gíving to
Møine Løw in 1999.
Thønks to øll of you who
donøted. A specíal thønks to the
cluss øgents who were both gen-
eroas wíth theìr contríbutíons
ønd especially generous wíth
their tíme.
It was a personøl pleøsure to
work with so m&ny sapportíve
alumní.
PORT
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27o/o
Døvíd S¡lk'85
1999 Annual Fund Chsir
45o/o
49olo
?80/o
39olo
44o/o
57olo
35o/o
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260/o
35o/o
28o/o
460/o
60/o
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Anonymous
Charles W. and Genevieve Allen
Kathleen Barry '80
Ronald S. Battocchi '74 and Mary T. Bell'74
Rosaþe S. '86 and Sumner Bernstein
James M. '77 and Sarah Downs '77 Bowie
Robert S. Briggs '73
Stearns J. Bryant, Jr. '68
Martha L. Casey '82
J. Michael Conley '70
Madeleine Corson
Harry Derry
David A. DiMuzio '73
Roger S. Elliott '63
Richard W. Elliott'ó5
Dean Edward S. Godfrey
James F. and Andree Gignoux Grise
Andrew Gurley
Robert and Dagmar Hamilton
Steven A. Hammond '77
Edith Hary
David B. Hawkes '69
Thomas W Hennen'73
Martha W. Howell '74
Robert F. Macdonal{ Sr. '69
Peter C. McKenney '77
Paul S. McNamara'69
Carol L. Mitchell '88
Ann H. Mohnkern'79
Francis J. O'Toole '70
Professor Alison Rieser
Professor Martin A. Rogoff
James S. Stolley, Jr. '93
Yilin Tang '90
ZhengyuTang'92
Jay F. Theise '70
James E. Tierney '74
Kurt E. Vragel, Jr. '75
Dorotþ M. Wentworth'94
Peter J. V/iley '89
Richard S. V/olfe '64
Genrong Yu '89
Aroostook County Bar Association
The Boeing Co.
KPMG Peat Marwick Foundation
Max Kagan Family Foundation
National Association for Public Interest Law
tl
ø
AnonYtnous
Michael C. '95 and Hope Hall '94 Augustini
Andlew L. Black '94 and Monica M. Bigley '91
Stephen B'Bragdon'74
Hon. Gene Carter
Peter J. DeTroY, III '72
Edward E. Dillon, Jr. '71
Thomas R. '78 and Margaret R. '78 Downing
Diane Dusini '87
Gregory J. Farris'73
Robe¡t W. Ferguson '63
GregorY L. Foster'73
Robert G. Frazier'78
Sidney H. Geller'63
Vicki J. Gordan '80
Ward I. Graffam'67
William P HardY'73
Peter C. Herbst '73
Geoflrey H. Hole '72
Estate of Karl S. HooPer
Horace W. Horton
Elizabeth P. '85 and David E. Hunt
DeborahA. Keefe'77 and John E. Sedgwick'77
Peter L. Kelley '79
Frank S. Kipp '74
Margaret Cushing Lavoie '87
Edward D. Leonard III '69
Anne Lucey '91
Thomas D. Maher'77
Pasquale F. Maiorino '73
John D. McElwee '73
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Robert J. Mel¡rick
Hon. Nancy Mills '82
Craig H. Nelson '69
David J. Nichols '87
Jonathan S. Piper'7ó
Glen L. Porter '78 and Jean M. Deighan '76
Hon. Keith A. Powers '73
Bert S. Prunty
John H. Pursel '70
Jonathan W. Rei¡nan '78
John Hubbard Rich, III
Ellsworth T. Rundlett, III '73
Hon. Ronald D. Russell '72
Bruce N. '87 a¡rd Hon. Jill E. '89 Shibles
David P. Silk'85
Joanne B. Steneck'87
Hon. Frederick Torrisi '74
Ch¡istine C. Vito '93
Professor Thomas M. Ward
Elizabeth C. Woodcock '88
Cumberland Bar Association
Maine State Bar Association
United Technologies
Charles H. Abbott
Jonathan and Nancy Ald¡ich
Charles W. and Genevieve Allen
Cushman D. Anthony
Christopher and Katherine Beach
Joseph B. Campbell
David W. Carpenter
Hon. Gene Carter
Hon. Robert W. Clifford
Kristi Mary Clifford
Hon. Frank M. Coffin
Hon. David M. Cohen
llon. Samuel W Collins, Jr.
Patricia A. Constant
Macleleine Corson
President William Cotter
Peter W. Culley
Hon. Howa¡d H. Dana, Jr.
Flarry Derry
Lynn Gale Dondis
Duane D. Fitzgerald
Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton p Fox, III
Hon. Caroline D. Glassman
Sylvia D. Greenberg
James F. and Andree Gignoux Grise
John W Gulliver
Andrew Gurlev
Richard R Hactett
David J. Halnerin
Robert and ôunrnu, Hamilton
Floyd L. Hardiis
Richard and Elaine Hartlev
William S. Harwood
Edith Hary
Edwin A. Heisler
Hon. Harriet and Merton Henry
Estate of Karl S. Hooper
Hon. D. Brock Hornby
Horace W Horton
Sherry F. Huber
David E. Hunt
Irving Isaacson
David Karaker
Laura Kaster
William J. Kayatta, Jr.
William C. Kelly, Jr.
Barbara Krause
Ralph I. Lancaster, Jr.
William H. Laubenstein, III
Shep Lee
Hon. Kermit V Lipez
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Barry K. Mills
Janet Milne and John Kuhns
Richard G. Moon
Michael W. Mullane
William S. Murphy
Dean and Mrs. Eric R. Neisser
Leona¡d Nelson
Kenneth M. and Mary P. Nelson
Rev and Mrs. Edward Nelson
Richard L. and Christine Bulsa O'Mea¡a
Harold C. Pachios
Rudolph T. Pelletier
Deird¡e Perkins
Bert S. Prunty
Roger A. Putnam
Hon. R. Reich and Prof. C. Dalton
John Hubbard Rich, III
Harrison L. Richardson, Jr.
Barba¡a F. Riegelhaupt
Pete¡ J. Rubin
Robert S. Rudman
Janet Sabel and James Liebman
Richard Sampson
Marshall Sanders
Hon. L. Damon Scales, Jr.
Rebecca Schleifer
Hon. Louis Scolnik
John Cary Sims
George Z. Singal
William C. Smith
Margaret L. Smith
Richard N. Solman
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sova
Brad Steiner and Karin Raye
Winf¡ed A. Stevens
Philip P. Thompson, Jr.
Sigrid E. Tompkins
Lewis V Vafiades
Helen B. Wasserman
Peter B. Webster
Robert B. Williamson, Jr.
H. Reed Witherby
Louis A. Wood
Carl R. Wright
Dean L. Kinvin Wroth
Leocadia Zak
Anonymous
Professor David P. Cluchey
Professor Orlando E. Delogu
Professor James Friedman
Dean Edward S. Godfrey
Professor L. Scott Gould
Professor David D. Gregory '68
Professor H. Cabanne Howard
Dean Colleen A. Khoury
Professor Michael B. Lang
Professor Lois Lupica
Laura M. O'Hanlon '92
Gerald F. Petruccelli
Professor Judy R. Potter
Maureen P. Quinlan
Professor Alison Rieser
Professor Martin A. Rogoff
Rita S. Saliba'96
Valerie Stanfill '85
Vilean Taggersell '87
Professor Nancy A. Wanderer '90
Professor Thomas M. Ward
Professor William W Wells
Professor Jennifer Wriggins
Professor Melvyn Zarr
Professor Donald N. Zillman
Th¡s year3 reception to honor donors to the Law Schools scholarship
funds, as well as the receipents, was held in late March. Pictured
here are Jeffrey Scrimo '00, Sarah Gagne Holmes 'Ol ,.Maggie Baird,
and Chris Parr'Ol. The three students had just given Mrs- Baird a
bouquet of flowers. She and her late husband. Kenneth, established
a fund that has been assist¡ng second and third year students since
1977.
Anonlrmous
Arnold & Porter
Aroostook County Bar Association
The Arthur J. Gallagher Foundation
The Boeing Co.
Commercial Union Insurance Co.
Cumberland Bar Association
Fidelity Foundation
Fleet Bank of Maine
Fleet Educational Matching Gifts Program
Kaplan Educational Centers
Key Bank Foundation
KPMG Peat Marwick Foundaiion
Maine Bar Foundation
Maine State Bar Association
Maine Association for Public Interest Law (MAPIL)
Max Kagan Family Foundation
Muskie Fund for Legal Services
National Association for Public Interest Law
Oak Foundation
Paine Webber, Inc.
Rudman & Winchell, LLC
State of Maine, Civil Legal Services Fund
Student Bar Association
United Technologies
TINUM Provident
r998
1998
1998
o $5 $1o $15 $20 i25 $30 $35 $40(in thousonds)
Distribution of Alumni
Association Funds
As this chart shows, last year3 successful campaign
has resulted in major increases for scholarships, fel-
lowships and general support of the Law School.
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PenucpartoN llolo
DoNons 8
GrvlNc 5 oR tuon¡ coNSECU-
rlve ve¡.ns 3
Dollans $1,200
Roger F. Blake
Hon. John Connarn
James E. Gagan
Alan .T. Levenson
Robert J. Melnick
James E. Murray, Jr.
Thomas J. Reagan
David S. Silsby
P¡nrrcpnrrox 14%
DoNons I
Dorlans $100
William B. Troubh
PanrrcperroN 50olo
DoNons 4
Grvrxc 5 on rronr coNSECU-
TIVE YEARS 2
Dou-¡,ns 52,250
Cress AcpNr:
Robert W Ferguson
Roger S. Elliott
Robert W Ferguson
Sidney H. Geller
James S. Kriger
Penrrcp¡rroN 71%
DoNons 5
Grynqc 5 or rron¡ coNSECU-
TIVE YEARS 2
Dollans $1,376
Crass AcBNr:
Henry N. Berry, III
Henry N. Berry, III
John W. Bride
George H. Hawes, III
John B. Wlodkowski
Richard S. Wolfe
PanrrcpanoN 43olo
Doxons 3
Gryr¡lc 5 on uons coNSECU-
rrvs ypans 3
Dolrens $1,200
Cress AcsNr;
Richard W. Elliott
Richard W. Elliott
Justin G. Sharaf
Hon. Daniel E. Wathen
PnnncIparIoN 21%n
DoNons 3
GrvrNc 5 on uons coNSECU-
TIVE YEARS 3
Dorlnns $950
Cress Ac¡Nr:
Ronald B. Willoughby
Richard F. Breen, Jr.
Ward I. Graffam
Rendle A. Jones
PenncpeloN 45%
DoNons 9
GrvrNc 5 on N¡ons coNSEcu-
TIVE YEARS 4
Dollens $2,400
Cr¡ss AcsNr:
Joseph A. DeBonis
Stearns J. Bryant, Jr,
Wayne R. Crandall
David D. Gregory
Richard L. Hill
Paul J. Hirsch
Basil L. Kellis
John P. Maley
Duncan A. McEachern
David B. Smith, Jr.
PanrrcrpArroN 38%
DoNons ll
Grunrc 5 on uonB coNSECU-
TIVE YEARS 8
Dorrans 84,725
Cless AcBNr:
Craig H. Nelson
Edward D. Leonard, III
Robert F. Macdonald, Sr.
Paul S. McNamara
Craig H. Nelson
David Q. Whittier
Daniel R. Wojcik
Penncp¡rIoN 57olo
DoNons 17
GNrNc 5 on uons coNSECU-
TIVE YEARS 10
Dou-Rns $9,150
Crnss Acsrur:
Barry Zimmerman
Hon. Susan W Calkins
Peter M. Cleveland
J. Michael Conley
Eugene C. Coughlin, III
Hon. Charles L. Cragin
Robert J. Gingras
Joel H. Goldman
Philip P Houle
RobertA. Laskoff
Malcolm L. Lyons
Francis J. OrToole
John H. Pursel
John J. Ryan
Chadbourn H. Smith
Jay F. Theise
John J. Welch, Jr.
David M. Yarnell
Barly Zimmerman
PenrlctpATIoN 33olo
DoNons 14
GrvrNc 5 oR rr¡ons coNSECU-
TIVE YEARS 4
Dorr¿ns $2,010
Crass AcsNrs:
Richard S. Emerson, Jr.
Kenneth E. Snitger
John B. Andrews
Peter G. Ballou
Josephine L. Citrin
Ronald J. Cullenberg
Edward E. Dillon, Jr.
David J. Fletcher
Douglas P Franklin
James V Grasso, Jr.
Robert F. Hanson
Kent W Mathews
Richard M. Peirce
Kenneth E. Snitger
Stephen P. Sunenblick
Christopher A. Webbeq Jr.
PenncpeuoN 29olo
DoNons 12
Grynrc 5 on vloR¡ coNSEcu-
TIVE YEARS 5
Dou.Rns $3,025
Cless AceNr:
Geoffrey H. Hole
Michael P. Bentley
Joel F. Bowie
Hon. William S. Brodrick
Peter J. DeTroy, III
Geoffrey H. Hole
Stanley W Karod
Charlès K. Leadbetter
Robert A. Nagy
Hon. Paul T. Pierson
Richard L. Rhoda
Hon. Ronald D. Russell
John W. Sitarz
PanncrparloN 61%
DoNons 39
GlvNc 5 on Ir¡one coNSECU-
TIVEYEARS 16
Dorrans $23,697.92
Cl¡.ss AcpNrs:
Roderick R. Rovzar
Terry N. Snow
Anon¡umous
Robert H. Avaunt
Ernest Tobias Balivet
Thomas A. Berry
Robert S. Briggs
James W Campbell
Doug Chioffi
Perry H. Clark
Edward E Day Jr.
R. Peter Decato
DavidA. DiMuzio
Stephen F. Dubord
Gregory J. Farris
Dwight A. Fifield
Gregory L. Foster
Hon. Peter J. Goranites
Robert G. Greene
Michael H. Griffin
William P. Hardy
Thomas W. Hennen
Peter C. Herbst
Peter V Holden
Stephen D. Jackson
Pasquale F. Maiorino
John D. McElwee
S. Peter Mills, III
Marc C. Owen
Anne B. Poulin
Hon. Keith A. Powers
Roderick R. Rovzar
Ellsworth T. Rundlett, ilI
Charles S. Andrews
Melvin L. Bloomenthal
Robert L. Eddy, Jr.
David B. Hawkes
Michael S. Hirshberg
Nømes øppeøring in bold type indication pørtícipatíon in the Deøn's, Solicitors', or Barrìsters'Clubs.
John M. Safford
Frank J. Scanlon
Charles W. Smith, Jr.
Gregory H. Smith
Terry N. Snow
Annee H.J. Tara
Gary F, Thorne
Anne W. Van Lonkhuyzen
P¡nrrcrperrox 620lo
DoNons 34
Grvnqc 5 on uonn coNSECU-
TIVE \TARS 15
Dolrens $12,155.50
Crass AcpNr:
Martha W. Howell
Hon. Paul A. Fritzsche
Alan D. Gibbons
John L. Hammond
William H. Howison
Hon. Andre Janelle
Kim Matthews
Lisa M. McMullin
Connie Fern Miller
Murrough H. O'Brien
Wallace S. Reed
Raymond E. Ritchie
Hon. John V Romei
Frederick S. Samp
Hon. James A. Skeel
Kurt E. Vragel, Jr.
Gary C. Wood
PenrrcrpArroN 42olo
DoNons 32
Gryn¡c 5 on uon¡ coNSECU-
TIVEYEARS 12
Dorr¿Rs $6,275
Cress Acexrs:
Barbara Reid Alexander
Alfred C. Frawley
Kathryn Monahan Ainsworth
Barbara Reid Alexander
Ellyn C. Ballou
Dean A. Beaupain
Andrew Brown
David R. Butler
Peter L. Chandler
Jean M. Deighan
Robert G. Driscoll
Patricia McDonough Dunn
Judson B. Esty-Kendall
John C. Everett, Jr.
Hon. Joseph H. Field
Alfred C. Frawley, III
Paul R. Gosselin
Susan E. Hunter
Hon. Margaret J. Kravchuk
James M. Libby, Jr.
Joseph R. Mackey
Paul F. Macri
Fernand A. Martineau
Jonathan S. Piper
Deborah Shaw Rice
Richard G. Riendeau
Mary L. Schendel
Charles M. Sexton
Paula D. Silsby
Alan Thorndike
Sarah A. Thornton
Kevin J. Tierney
Ira J.Waldman
John A. Woodcock, Jr.
PemcrpArroN 33%
DoNons 23
Grvn¡c 5 on uon¡ coNsECU-
TIVEYEARS 15
Dorrans $5,555
Cress Acsxrs:
Stephen Hessert
Graydon G. Stevens
James M. Bowie
Sarah Downs Bowie
Laura L. Briggs
Everett B. Carson
Carmen L. Coulombe
Hillary R. Dorsk
Ronald A. Epstein
Kay R.H. Evans
Rebecca H. Farnum
StevenA. Hammond
Stephen Hessert
Stephen P. Hyde
Francis M. Jackson
Bruce M. Jervis
William B. Jordan
Deborah A. Keefe
Thomas D. Maher
Peter C. McKenney
Peter P Michaud
Gail Ogilvie
James H. Ouimette
Richard L. Roe
Graydon G. Stevens
PenrtclpATroN 300/0
DoNons 26
GryrNc 5 on uon¡ coNSECU-
TIVE YEARS 19
DolleRs $5,310
CL¿.ss Acexrs:
Stephen G. Morrell
Glen L. Porter
PanucperloN 4lolo
DoNons 28
Gryruc 5 on uon¡ coNSEcu-
TIVE YEARS 20
Dolrens $6,750
Cless AcBNrs:
Daniel P. Barrett
James F. Cloutier
Gerard P Conley, Jr.
Charles E. Miller
Thomas G. Ainsworth
David W Austin
Ronald S. Battocchi
Mary T. Bell
Hon. George N. Bowden
Elizabeth L. Boynton
Stephen B. Bragdon
DavidA. Bronson
William R. Brooks
James W Case
Paul W Chaiken
Phyllis G. Givertz
Peter W. Greenleaf
Charles A. Harvey, Jr.
Theodore K. Hoch
Joseph M. Hochadel
Martha W. Howell
Margaret T. Johnson
Frank S. Kipp
Thomas G. Leaþ
William W Livengood II
Hon. John R. McKernan, Jr,
Kimball R. McMullin
Jason D. Monzack
Robert A. Moore
Allison C. Morrill
Gary J. Norton
Charles R. Priest
Caroline V Rider
Joel B. Russ
John F. Slane, Jr.
Douglas M. Smith
William T. Stewart
James E. Tierney
Hon. FrederickTorrisi
Anonymous
Judith W. Andrucki
John E. Baker
Daniel P. Barrett
Charles C. Bering
James A. Buckley
Robert A. Burgess
Elizabeth R. Butler
James F. Cloutier
Gerard P. Conley, Jr.
Dr. Arthur R. Dingley, D.O.
William R. Dunn
Katherine Greason
Peter L. Kelley
Karen G. Kingsley
Edward W Klein
Karen B. Lovell
William H. Meanix, Jr.
Charles E. Miller
Ann H. Mohnkern
James F. Molleur
Robert V. OrBrien, Jn
Constance P. O'Neil
Lisa J. Remal
Geoffrey A. Rushlau
Thomas A. Russell
Arthur Strong
Janmarie Toker
P¡nrrctpATroN 40olo
DoNons 19
Grynrc 5 on Iuon¡ coNSECU-
TIVE YEARS 9
Dor,r,RRs 82,602.50
Cr¡ss AcBNrs:
Leo J. Delicata
Frederick S. Samp
Madge Baker
John A. Churchill
J. Scott Davis
E
Jeffrey Albanese
Eleanor M. Baker
John R. Bass, II
Thomas E. Child
Joan C. Cook
Donnelly S. Douglas
Margaret R. Downing
Thomas R. Downing
Eileen M. L. Epstein
Elliott L. Epstein
David J. Evans
Martin J. Foley
Robert G. Frazier
Alan F. Harding
Kenneth T. Hoffrnan
R. Howard Lake
Karin F. Marchetti
Michael G. Messerschmidt
Stephen W Moriarty
AlexanderA. Padis, Jr.
Joel W Page
Glen L. Porter
Jonathan W Reitman
Rebecca Warren Seel
Paula N. Singer
F. Mark Terison
Nømes øppeqr¡ng in bold type indícatíon pørticipøtion ín the Dean's, Solicitors', or Børristers' Clubs.
Nanette Kelley Balliot
Kathleen Barry
Daniel W. Boutin
Rita N. Calamari
Kathleen C. Caldwell
Jeffery J. Clark
Janis Cohen
Michael R. Currie
Beth Dobson
David R. Dubord
R. Terrance Duddy
Neale A. Duffett
Linda Smith Dyer
David J. Ferrucci
Mary M.L.H. Flint
Vicki J. Gordan
Robert B. Gregory
Naomi H. Honeth
Rupert J. Jennings, III
WilliamN. Lund
Ruth E. Plagenhoef
Peter H. Priest
Hon. Leigh I. Saufley
William E. Saufley
Richard A. Shinay
Anita M. St. Onge
Marilyn E. Stavros
Judith A. Fletcher Woodbury
Christopher A. Wyskiel
Nancy C. Ziegler
Jeffrey T. Angley
David B. Auclair
Edward R. Benjamin, Jr.
Cynthia T. Churchill
Edwin R. Daggett, Jr.
George F. Eaton, II
John E. Geary
Laurie A. Gibson
Raymond L. Gill
Donna M. Gingerella
Kevin F. Gordon
P. Andrew Hamilton
Evan M. Hansen
John James
Anne H. Jordan
William S. Kany
Donna M. Katsiaficas
James N. Katsiaficas
Robert M. Knight
David J. Lakari
Mary Ann Lynch
Simone D. Masse
John C. McCurry
Peter A. Meyer
Jay H. Otis
Sally Bradley Peacock
Thomas E. Powers
Bruce W Smith
Karin R. Tilberg
Edwinna C. Yander zanden
PnnrlcIpATtoN 36010
DoNons 30
GrvrNc 5 on uonp coNSECU-
TIVE YEARS 15
Dolrens $4,140
Cress AcBNrs:
Andrew J. Bernstein
Vicki J. Gordan
Steven R. Smith
Nancy L. Thomas
Pamela W Waite
Arþ H. Weeks
Gail D. Wright
PenrlcpauoN 24olo
DoNons 17
Grynqc 5 on uon¡ coNSEcu-
TIVE YEARS 6
Dou-¿Rs $3,280
Cress AcsNrs:
Geoffrey K. Cummings
William H. Hanson
John A. Bell
E. Anne Carton
Martha L. Casey
Geoffrey K. Cummings
Dorcas H. Deans
Edward F. Feibel
Deborah A. Hall
William H. Hanson
John C. Milazzo
Hon. Nancy Mills
Axn M. Murray
Willard D. Pease
Samuel R. Reid, III
Thomas L. Shupp
David H. Simonds
David M. Spencer
Wendy O. Thaxter
P¡.nrIcIpATIoN 227n
Doxons 13
GrvrNc 5 on uonp coNSECU-
TIVE YEARS 8
Dollens $1,600
Cl¡,ss AcBNrs:
Martha E. Greene
Charles C. LaVerdiere, Jr.
Charles R. Bean
Mary B. Devine
Thomas A. Dyhrberg
Dale L. Gavin
Martha E. Greene
John A. Hobson
William O. LaCasse
Sharon Lawrence McHold
Christine A. Murphy
Heidi S. Osborn
Irene M. Smith
Lawrence C. Walden
Daniel R. Warren
PenrlclpertoN 42olo
DoNons 30
GrvrNc 5 on N¿ons coNSECU-
TIVE YEARS 15
Dorrans 52,789.23
Class AceNrs:
Thomas E. Powers
Michael L. Sheehan
Maureen E. Keegan
Bradley M. Lown
Faye E. Luppi
Ignatius Maclellan
Richard W. Mulhern
Andrea C. Najarian
Mary B. Najarian
Hon. John C. Nivison, II
Michael J. O'Toole
John D. Pelletier
Anthony E. Perkins
Roger P. Prince
Jane Surran Pyne
Linda J. Rogers-Tomer
David P. Silk
Valerie Stanfill
Hon. Vendean V Vafiades
BarbaraJ. Walsh
David rùl Zesiger
PamcIpATtoN 27olo
DoNons 2l
Grynqc 5 on uonr coNSEcu-
TIVE YEARS 8
Doru,Rs $2,445
Cl¿.ss AceNr:
Michelle Jodoin LaFond
Elizabeth A. Armstrong
Donna A. Bailey
Richard R. Beauchesne, Jr.
Rosalyne S. Bernstein
Shari B. Broder
Sara O. Burlock
James W Chapman, Jr.
Philip D. Cross
Richard W. Elliott, il
Robert L. Ellis, Jr.
David D. Farrar
Glen S. Goodnough
Anne LaCombe Huntington
Sue A. Jerome
Michelle Jodoin LaFond
Jennifer Hall McKay
Stephen J. Melchiskey
Kaighn Smith, Jr.
Joan Sturmthal
Eugene F. Sullivan, III
Martha F. Willard
PeRTrclpArroN 45%
DoÀrons 29
GryrNc 5 on uonr coNSEcu-
TIVE YEARS 13
Dor.r,RRs $5,812.04
Cless AcsNrs:
Diane Dusini
Eric R. Herlan
Anonymous
Michael G. Bernier
Christine A. Bruenn
Natalie L. Burns
Linda J. Conti
Edward David, M.D.
PenucpnrroN 310lo
DoNons 2l
GryrNc 5 on ruonr coNSECU-
TTVE YEARS II
Doru.ns $2,425
Cless AcBNrs:
Mark A. Cloutier
James D. Poliquin
Anonymous
Maryellen Albanese
Ellen S. Best
Ronald L. Bissonnette
Deborah Buccina
Michael P Cantara
Edgar S. Catlin, III
Eve Hlavaty Cimmet
Mark A. Cloutier
Joanne F. Cole
Paul F. Driscoll
Martha A. Grant
James A. Houle
Lawrence J. Mullen
James D. Poliquin
Susan G. Shorey
P¿.nrrcpnrroN 440lo
DoNons 35
GryrNc 5 0n Ivlonp coNsEcu-
TIVEYEARS 17
Dor.r,Rns $3,855
CL¡ss AcsNrs:
Robert W Bowe¡ Jr.
David P. Silk
Kenneth P. Altshuler
Brett D. Baber
Richard H. Bashian
David R. Beneman
Henri A. Benoit, II
Timotþ P. Benoit
Robert J. Bocko
Robert W. Boweq Jr.
David L. Brandt
Jeri E. Brown
Paul S. Bulger
Elizabeth A. Burns
James M. Callahan
Geoffrey M. Fitzgerald
ElizabethP. Hunt
Edward J. Kane
Names øppeøríng ín bold type índícatíon pørtícípalion ín lhe Deøn's, Solícítors', or Barristers' Clubs.
Diane Dusini
Margaret E. Ga11ie
Ronald J. Graff
Kristin A. Gustafson
Eric R. Herlan
Melissa A. Hewey
Jonathan B. Huntington
Norine C. Jewe11
Arthur J. Lamothe
Margaret Cushing Lavoie
Gwendoþ H. Lyford
Gisele M. Nadeau
Jeffrey A. Nathanson
Daina J. Nathanson
David J. Nichols
Robert B. Ravenelle
Timothy E. Robbins
B¡uce N. Shibles
William P Shumaker
Elting H. Smith, Jr.
Susan A. Sparaco
Joanne B. Steneck
Vilean Taggersell
PenrIcrpArroN 49olo
DoNons 37
Gryntc 5 on Ir,tonn coNSECU-
TIVE YEARS 19
Dorrans $4,977.37
Cr-Rss AcsNrs:
Louis B. Butterfield
Alice E. Clifford
PeRTrcrpATroN 38olo
DoNons 18
Gryruc 5 on uonn coNsECU-
TIVE YEARS 8
Dolr-¡.ns 93,270
Cless AcnNrs:
Michael K. Martin
Victoria Powers
Heidi A. Bean
Christine A. Bither
Christian T Chandler
Daniel L. Cummings
Joanne P. Dugan
Daniel R. Felkel
Lisa C. Fink
Caroline J. Gardiner
Michael K. Martin
Victoria Powers
Katherine M. Ralston
Rebecca J. Sargent
Hon. Jill E. Shibles
Jaye E. Tani
John K. Veroneau
Peter J. Wiley
Genrong Yu
Thad B. Zmistowski
PenrIcIpertox 390lo
DoNons 30
GryrNc 5 on n¡onr coNsECU-
TIVE YEARS 2I
Dor.r.RRs $3,167
Cless AcBNrs:
M. Thomasine Burke
Victoria S. Muller
P¡,nrrcrperlox 44olo
Douons 32
GrurNc 5 on uon¡ coNSECU-
TIVE YEARS 23
Dollens $2,960
Class Acsxrs:
Robert C. Brooks
Anne E. O'Donovan
Steven W Abbott
James P. Aucoin
Vickie Caron Bell
Monica M. Bigley
Robert C. Brooks
Mary K. Browne
Matthew E. Campbell
Roger A. Clement, Jr.
Peter Clifford
Daniel F. Driscoll
Janet H. Fitzpatrick
Claire A. Ginder
Kenneth F. Ginder
Lorna J. Harmuth
Xiaoyan Jin
Robert E. Jones
Janet K. Kantz
KennethA. Lexier
Frederick L. Lipp
Penny Littell
Anne Lucey
Andrew B. Maclean
Nancy Savage Marcus
Justina A. McGettigan
Anne E. O'Donovan
Dennis J. O'Donovan
Russell B. Pierce, Jr.
Virginia Putnam
James Saffian
William B. Scarpelli
Deborah Shaw
Christina Valar Breen
P¿.nrrcIpeuoN 570lo
DoNons 54
Gryr¡qc 5 on uonn coNSECU-
TIVE YEARS 27
Dorlens $5,287
Cless Ac¡Nrs:
Thomas C. Bradley
Elizabeth Eddy Griffin
Anonymous (2)
S. Campbell Badger
Krisna M. Basu
Thomas C. Bradley
James B. Coffey
Kevin T. Cole
Theodore S. Coxe, Jr.
Thomas G. Diebold
Mark S. Foss
Lisa J. Friedlander
Debra E. Gotlib
Elizabeth Eddy Griffin
Douglas C. Gross
Johanne L. Hawk
Mary Bradley Hawkes
Blaine R. Hawkes
Thomas C.Hazzard
David L. Herzer, Jr.
Michael Isenberg
Margaret T. Jeffery
Dina A. Jellison
Jessica McKeegan Jensen
Mary N. Kellett
Thomas R. Kelly
Harold T. Kelly, Jr.
Joshua D. Krell
Erik Laurentz
John P March, Jr.
Melissa A. Martin
Louise Marie McCarthy
Carol G. McMannus
Patricia B. McNamara
Marcia Metcalf
William J. Milliken
Bruce S. Nicholson
Kerry O'Brien
Laura M. O'Hanlon
Roy T. Pierce
Pamela Prodan
Mary Gosnell Purington
Wendy F. Rau
Kathryn A. Reid
Jefïrey P. Russell
Steven G. Saunders
Heidi Shealy
Damon J. Stewart
Michael D. Stoddard
Bradley A. Stolzeq D.M.D.
Andrew Strongin
Zhengyu Tang
Laura Klein Tobin
John J. Wall, ilI
YipingYang
Anonymous
Beth N. Ahearn
James A. Andrews
Alex Auty
Edmond J. Bearor
Patrick S. Bedard
Stephen D. Bither
Janet Vanacek Bu1l
David A. Chase, II
Alice E. Clifford
William H. Coogan, Ph.D.
Anne H. Cressey
Kevin T. Crilly
Kathryn E. Davis
ElizabethA. Germani
Terence M. Harrigan
Michael H. Hill
Neil D. Jamieson, Jr.
Robert A. Jutras
Alice E. Knapp
David G. Lemoine
Robert A. Levine
Susan H. Livingston
Allan E. Lobozzo
Lisa C. Lunn
Paula House McFaul
Carol L. Mitchell
Michael W Murphy
Patricia A. Nelson-Reade
Timothy H. Norton
StevY. Parker
Patricia A. Peard
Ann R. Robinson
Donna M. Ryan
Jane E. Skelton
Daniel J. Stevens
Elizabeth C. Woodcock
Brenda M. Buchanan
M. Thomasine Burke
Paul W Cadigan
Paula Caughey
Robert Deschene
Dennis M. Doiron
Deborah A. Fauver
.Iulia A. Finn
Cornelia Fisher
Jeanne A. Foy
Russell J. Goldsmith
Marikate E. Kelley
Mark W. Lawrence
Patricia A. Lelwick, M.D.
Prof. Albert A. Mavrinac
Philip G. Mohlar
Victoria S. Muller
Steven D. Najarian
Stanley W. Piecuch
Rosalind S. Prince
A. Robert Ruesch
Linda C. Russell
Jennifer S. Sternick
Patricia M. Stevens
Yilin Tang
Andrew L. Thompson
Benjamin P. Townsend
Kathryn L.Yezina
Nancy A. Wanderer
John D. Welch
Names appeafing ìn bold type índicøtìon particípøtion ín the Dean's, Solicìtors', or Børrìsters'Clubs,
P¡nrrctpATloN 350lo
DoNons 27
Gwrruc 5 on uonn coNSECU-
rrvn wARs 11
Dorl¿ns $3,765
Cl.tss AcBNrs:
Christine F. Burke
Walter F. McKee
Colleen McCartþ Reid
Gerald D. Reid
Mary M. Sauer
Barbara G. Shaw
John R. Siegenthaler
Pamela J. Smith
Ryan K. Stafford
Jill K. Tupper
Dorothy M. Wentworth
Laurie A. Williamson
PenrIctpATrox 26010
Doilons 21
Gryrnc 5 on rrronn coNSECU-
TIVE YEARS 6
DoLLARs $1,470
Cu.ss Acrnrs:
John P. Gause
William D. Hewitt
Leigh McCarthy
Christine Iaconeta Hepler
Michelle L. Kane
Marion T. Killian
Catherine N. Lindgren
Karen E. Lipman
Christopher K. Maclean
WilliamA. Mason IV
Caroþ DeGrinney Mitchell
Daniel J. Mitchell
Melissa Reynolds O'Dea
Rachel S. Pargeter
Emily Roosevelt
Rita S. Saliba
RonaldW Schneider, Jr.
Susan E. Spokes
Kimberlie Jo Sweet
P¡nucrperroN 28%
Dolqons 25
GIvrNc 3 oR Irlonn CoNSECU-
TTVE YEARS 7
Dorrens $1,226
Cless AcBNrs:
Christopher A. Bond
Bernard J. P. Broder, III
Laura E. Beardsley
Christopher A. Bond
Bernard J. P. Broder, III
Paula J. Colello
Thaddeus V Day
Morse W Doane
James A. Dowd II
Michael A. Fagone
Katherine J. Faragher
Mark J. Fischler
Diane Reukauf Flynn
Jerome J. Gamache
Jonathan L. Goldberg
Richard L. Hartley
Laura Valleau Healey
Jason P. Levendusþ
David J. Levesque
Aaron T. Morel
Gregory J. Orso
Bronwen T. Pierson
Rebecca C. Raskin
Andrew S. Robinson
Kirk G. Siegel
Ande A. Smith
Timotþ W Woodhouse
PenucpertoN 460lo
Donons 40
GIvNc 2 oR rr{ons coNsECU-
TIVEYEARS 15
Dorl¿ns $1,668
ClRss Acnwrs:
Darcie N. McElwee
Andrew R. Sarapas
William M. Avantaggio
John F. Bisson
Andrew P. Bloom
Michele Dorsey Brooks
Debra L. Brown
Christine F. Burke
David J. Casavant
Lori A. Champion
Sheila A. Cook
Paul D. Hoffman
Donald M. Kreis
Walter F. McKee
Elizabeth Mclaughlin
Elaine M. Michaud
Edward JefïÌey Newcombe
Judith A. Plano
Hilary A. Rapkin
William J. Schneider
James S. Stolley, Jr.
Anne Underwood
Christine C. Vito
Lise R. Wagner
Joseph E. Welsh, Jr.
James M. Whittemore
Jean D. Wulff
Elizabeth Wallace Wyman
Shanshan Zhou
Michael C. Augustini
Louise A. Berlin
John P. Berube
Michelle A. Dolley
Jon C. Gale
John P. Gause
James W. Gunson
Simone M. Hanson
William D. Hewitt
J. Trevor Hughes
Patricia M. Ianni
Lea-Anne Jameson
Julie A. Linnell
Nicholas J. Kaldro Mahoney
Leigh McCarthy
William S. Norbert
Brian M. Poulin
Nathaniel S. Putnam
Christopher T. Roach
William H. Stiles
C. Daniel Wood
Anonymous
David M. Austin
Tracy Cavanagh Balboni
Aaron K. Baltes
Vanessa A. Bartlett
George A. Bourgeois
Maxwell Branson
Tracy DeVoll
John F. Driscoll
Mary L. T. Finneran
William P. B. Gardiner
Rose M. Gower
Charles C. Hedrick
David G. Higgins
Stephen E. Johnson
Kathleen G. Kahrl
Lisa Leighton
Bradford S. Macdonald
Patricia M. Mathers
Darcie N. McElwee
John Melendez
Amanda Pitkin o'Reilly
Brice C. Paul
Roger O. Pederson
Ross M. Povenmire
Matthew J. Roop
Michael W. Safko
Andrew R. Sarapas
Michael V Saxl
Melinda A. Shain
Henry I. Shanoski
Heather G. Silverstein
Rebekah J. Smith
Stephen C. Smith
William D. St. Lawrence, Jr.
Michael J. Steinberg
Deborah M. Taylor
Sharon Gallant Wheeler
Mark J. Winter
Kelli J. Withrow
P¡,nrrcrpATroN 35olo
DoNons 29
Grvrnc 5 on Ir,toRB coNsECU-
TIVE YEARS 15
Dorrens $4,012.33
Cr-¡.ss AcsNrs:
Carlos A. Diaz
Dorotþ M. Wenfworth
Louise Arkel
Hope Hall Augustini
Paul M. Beach
Lisa Fitzgibbon Bendetson
Andrew L. Black
Jong-Won Chang
Xing Dai
Tina M. Farrenkopf
RichardT. Foss-Lacey
Bruce W. Hepler
Norman S. Kominsþ
Nina R. Lavoie
Jonathan T. Mann
Sarah S. Murdough
Rachelle A. Parise
LouAnna C. Perkins
Harvey Prager
Linda G. Ramsden
Richard R. Regan
PenïcpArroN 35%o
DoNons 28
GrvrNc 4 on uoRB coNSECU-
TIVE YEARS 8
Dorlens $1,800
Cl¿ss AcBNrs:
James E. Belleau
Michael R. Bosse
Daniel J. Mitchell
Randall J. Bates
Tara K. Bates
Armanda D. Beal
Michael R. Bosse
Rachel L. Bouchard
Michael J. Bresnick
Katharine Chase Maclean
Jennifer Burns Cost
Hope K. Creal
MarthaL.Day
James M. Dunleavy
Seth D. Harrow
PemcperloN 60lo
Douons 6
DorrARs $400
CI.ess AcsNrs:
Constance A. Barrett
Joceline D. Champagne
John R. Veilleux
Krista C. Bishop
Joceline D. Champagne
Mary Jane Good
Jeffrey B. Herbert
Amy E. Keck
Marc R. Weintraub
Nømes øppeøring in bold. type indícation pørtìcipation ín the Deøn's, Solícítors', or Baristers'Clubs.
This program recognizes Annual Fund participation among those law firms or companies with three or more University of Maine
School of Law alumni/ae. We have listed every firm/company with 50% or better participation in the 1999 Annual Fund.
lOAa/o
City of Portland
Cloutier, Barrett, Cloutier & Conley
Perkins, Thompson, Hinckley & Keddy, PA
Pine Tree Legal Assistance, Inc.
75-99o/o
Baker, Newman & Noyes
District Attorney's Office, District 5, Bangor
Jensen, Baird, Gardner & Henry
Kelly, Remmel & Zimmerman
Vafiades, Brountas & Kominsþ
5A-74o/o
Altshuler & Vincent
Bangor Hydro-Electric Co.
Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer & Nelson, PC
Curtis, Thaxter, Stevens, Broder & Micoleau, LLC
Dummond, Woodsum & MacMahon
Farrell, Rosenblatt & Russell
Fenton, Chapman, Fenton, Smith & Kane, PA
Givertz, Lunt, Hambley & Scheffee, PA
Gosselin, Dubord & Rabasco, PA
Hardy, Wolf & Downing, PA
HarVAndrucki
Howard & Bowie
Isaacson & Raymond, PA
Lipman &Katz,PA
Maine Attomey GeneralS Office
Maine District Court, District 9, Portland
Maine Municipal Association
Maine Public Utilities Commission
Marden, Dubor{ Bernier & Stevens
Mclane, Graf, Raulerson & Middleton
Monaghan, Leahy, Hochadel & Libby, LLC
New Hampshire Public Defender's Office
Norman, Hanson & DeTroy, LLC
Petruccelli & Martin, LLP
Pierce Atwood
Prescott, Lemoine, Jamieson & Nelson
PriceWaterhouseCoopers, LLP
Richardson, Whitman, Large & Badger
Rudman & V/inchell, LLC
Smith, Elliott, Smith & Garmey, PA
Sulloway & Hollis, PLLC
Thompson & Bowie
Troubh, Heisler & Piampiano, PA
Wright & Mills, PA
4 donors
5 donors
3 donors
4 donors
5 donors
4 donors
4 donors
5 donors
4 donors
2 donors
2 donors
I I donors
3 donors
7 donors
2 donors
2 donors
2 donors
2 donors
2 donors
2 donors
2 donors
2 donors
2 donors
19 donors
2 donors
2 donors
4 donors
2 donors
4 donors
6 donors
4 donors
l4 donors
3 donors
14 donors
2 donors
2 donors
2 donors
8 donors
5 donors
2 donors
6 donors
l0 donors
2 donors
E
---
American College of Trial Lawyers Trial Advocacy Fund
Dean Richard H. Armstrong Scholarship
Kenneth and Marjorie C. Baird Scholarship Fund
Berman Student Lounge Fund
Business, Entrepreneurship and the Law Fund
Israel Bernstein Memorial Scholarship Fund
Henry N. Berry III Loan Fund
Class of 1971 Memorial Scholarship Fund
Class of 1973lGlassman Faculty Research Scholar Fund
Class of 1974 Law and Technology Fund
Coffin Lecture
Cumberland Legal Aid Clinic Fund
Donald L. Garbrecht Law Library Endowment Fund
Edward T. Gignoux Memorial Fund
Gignoux Special Collections and Rare Book Room
Justice Harry P. Glassman Memorial Scholarship Fund
Edward S. Godfrey Professorship Fund
Edward S. Godfrey Loan Fund
Morris and Sylvia Greenberg Scholarship Fund
Pierce B. and Arlana K. Hasler Scholarship Fund
Horace S. Libby Memorial Scholarship Fund
Loan Repayment Assistance Program (LRAP)
Merle W. Loper Loan Fund for International Programs
Men's Law Association Scholarship
David Santee Miller Memorial Scholarship Fund
Moot Court Team Fund
New Hampshire Scholarship
Public Interest Summer Fellowship Fund
Justice Harold J. Rubin Scholarship Fund
Justice Abraham M. Rudman Scholarship Fund
Charles \V. Smith Memorial Fund
Thompson Fund for the Study of Marine Law
Vermont Scholarship
Justice Elmer H. Violette Fund for International Programs
Wernick Legal Writing Prize Fund
Wiley Family Scholarship Fund
Women's Law Association Schola¡ship Fund
L. Kinvin Wroth Fund
l9 gifts for $1,925
5 gifts for $980
I gift for $25
2 gifts for $200
2 gifts for $30,050
3 gifts for $1,300
3 gifts for 5276
3 gifts for $450
26 gifts for $26,089
22 gifts for $10,458
31 gifts for $3,768
l3 gifts for $3,458
22 gifts for $4,410
I gift for $100
6 gifts for $3,550
6 gifts for $2,338
3 gifts for $650
5 gifts for $825
I gift for $40,000
5gifts for $680
4 gifts for $525
4 gifts for $714
8 gifts for $3,950
2 gifts for $140
3 gifts for $125
l l gifts for $1,380
3 gifts for $300
l0 gifts for $29,599
2 gifts for $100
5 gifts for $6,600
2 gifts for S1,067
2 gifts for $1,250
3 gifts for $170
4 gifts for $4,500
2 gifts for $100
3 gifts for S1,075
I I gifts for $920
I gift for $1,000
Current endowment fr.nds for the Law School have a book value of $2.8 million and a recent
market value of $5.3 million. They are currently generating over $250,000 in amual support
for visiting scholars, scholarships, public interest programs and other activities that benefit
the Law School and its students.
E
Eur¿eR Vtornrre
Retired Maine Supreme Court Justice
Elmer H. Violette died on June l9th at
Cary Medical Center in Caribou, Maine.
Justics Violette was a long-time member
of the University of Maine School of Law
Board of Visitors.
Justice Violette, a life-long resident of
Van Buren, Maine, was an advocate for
diversity in the state and for Maine's
Franco-American heritage. In 1997, fami-
ly and friends created the Elmer H.
Violette Fund for International Programs
at Maine Law to support the School's
international programs. The fund has
helped foster exchange programs with law
schools in Europe and Canada. It also
helps support the Trilateral Moot Court
competition among Maine Law,
Dalhousie University in Nova Scotia and
The University of New Brunswick.
Justice Violette leaves a large family
including his wife of 53 years, Marcella,
four sons, a daughter, five brothers and
ten grandchildren. His son Paul '84 is
currently Director of the Maine Turnpike
Authority.
ln 1972, Justice Violette was appointed
a judge in Superior Court and he served
from 1981 to 1986 on the Maine Supreme
Judicial Court. A fellow Justice during
that period was Law School Dean
Emeritus, Edward Godfrey. "Elmer
Violette was one of my favorite judges,"
said Dean Godfrey. "He came to each
case strongly determined to get to the
right result under the law. His opinions
for the Law Court were controlled and
careful."
Chief Justice Daniel Wathen '65, who
was appointed to the Maine Supreme
Court the same year as Justice Violette,
said: "Elmer Violette, although a quiet
and gentle man. had a strong commitment
to family and community and an unri-
valed passion for public service. In work-
ing with him, I was always impressed by
his ability to put himself in the position of
the liligants. For Elmer, judging was not
an abstract exercise. He dealt with real
people, real problems, and real solutions.
In short, he soughtjustice and we benefit-
ed from his efforts."
Prior to becoming a member of the
Judiciary, Justice Violette served in both
the Maine House and Maine Senate. He
enjoyed hunting and fly-fishing and was
an avid fan of the Montreal Canadiens.
Alumni and friends who would like to
make a gift to the Elmer H. Violette Fund
for International Programs in honor of
Justice Violette can do so by writing to
the Elmer H. Violette International Fund
University of Maine School of Law,246
Deering Ave., Portlan{ ME 04102.
HnoscaRoE GrcNoux-Nrss
A good friend ofthe Law School,
Hildegarde Gignoux-Niss, died June 22nd
in Portland Maine at the age of 82. She
was married to U.S. District Court Judge
Edward T. Gignoux until his death in
1988. In 1994, at the age of76, she mar-
ried William Niss, a neighbor.
Hillie was instrumental in the creation
of the Edward T. Gignoux Rare Book
Room housed in the Garbrecht Law
Library. She arranged for Judge
Gignoux's legal papers to be stored at the
school and helped lead the fund raising
effort to create the Rare Book Room.
Law School Dean Colleen A. Khoury
said, "Hillie was a warrn and gracious
woman, and a wonderful friend of Maine
Law. Her contribution of Judge
Gignoux's papers and her own personal
generosity made the Gignoux Rare Book
Room a reality. The Room will serve as
an enduring legacy from both of them,
and benefit students and scholars for
years to come."
Ar.lnN Hnycay '79
Allen J. Hrycay '79, died in May at his
home in West Springfield Massachusetts.
He was a partner in the Portland law firm
of Reef, Jordan and Hrycay from his grad-
uation at Maine Law until 1998. He was
also a Marine veteran of the Vietnam War.
His close friend Ira Waldman '76 wrote
about Allen:
'Allen Hrycay was my classmate at
Bates College, roommate after law school,
close füend and best man at my wedding.
He was always there when I needed a hand,
with anything from a buddy for my dog,
Pete (who Allen virrually adopted), to giv-
ing me a place to work during my many
visits back to Maine. "
Wrlr.r¡rvr N. RocHeLEAU '58
William N. Rocheleau, Jr. '58 died
February 19, 2000. When he retired after
four decades of practicing law, he was
partner in the Lewiston firm of
Rocheleau, Fournier & Lebel.
Mr. Rocheleau was a former Mayor of
Lewiston, and served on the Committee
on Reorganization of State Government
under Gov. Kenneth Curtis '58. He was
also former president of the North
American Hockey League.
Selue Blacr
Selma Black, a cum laude graduate of
Portland Law School in 1937, died May
30,2000. She was the youngest woman to
pass both the Maine and Massachusetts
bar examinations at the age of 21.
She was very dedicated to community
service and won many awards for leader-
ship, including the Maine Women's Fund
Sarah Orne Jewett Award for courage and
compassion, and the National Council of
Jewish Women's Hannah G. Solomon
Award for service to children and youth.
The Council also named her Woman of
the Year three times.
She held several positions with the
Portland school system and wrote the first
affirmative action program for any school
system in Maine.
Rrcsano E. Pour-os
Richard E. Poulos, who taught bank-
ruptcy law at the Maine School of Law
for nearly twenty years, died July 15,
2000. He was bom in New York Ciry the
son of firsl-generation Greek immigrant
parents. He was a lieutenant and aerial
navigator during World War II.
ln 1957, he was appointed a U.S.
Bankruptcy Court Judge. His most
notable achievement as a judge was dis-
closing the abuses by small loan compa-
nies in charging exorbitant rates. After
leaving the bench for private practice, Mr.
Poulos won a $27 million jury verdict in a
well-publicized trial for Portland
businessman Joe Ricci.
a
-
fu[uine Law', the Nervsletter of the
School of Law Alurnni Association. is
published three tirnes a year. Issues are
scheduled for publication in uid sunl-
mer. late fall arld early spring. Please
sencl items of interest to the Law
School communitY to John
Gundersclorf-, Executive Director of the
Alumni Association, 246 Deering
Avenue. Portland. ME 04 102 or e-mail
to lawalumni(rz)usm.t.naine.edu.
We want to thank graPhic artist
Sheila Johnson (Walnut Hill Design,
Pc¡rtland) and Adrninistrative Assistant
Kristina Hals for their help producing
this newsletter. A special thanks to the
rnanv people who submitted ideas,
wrote copy. took photos and proofi'ead
this newsletter.
To Maine Law Alumn¡ and
our Readers:
As you may have already noticed,
rve have rnade rnany changes both in
the content and style of the alumni
newsletter. lnstead of publishing the
newsletter quarterly we will be ntailing
three copies a year. Our 
_qoal was to
add more content related articles and
improve the quality of each issue. Cost
considerations have also played an
rrlportant role in these decisions.
We would appreciate hearing front you
about these changes. Is the newsletter
tnore interesting and readable? Are we
covering topics of interest to you'?
What suggestions do you have'l Please
write or e-rnail us.
John Gr-rndersdorf
University of Maine School of Law
246 Deering Avenue
Portland, Maine 04102
(201 ) 180-4342
lawalumni@usm.maine.edu
Two meaningful experiences earlier
this year have reinforced my already
strong belief that Maine Law plays a
critical role in developing a better soci-
ety. While both of the experiences
demonstrated the value to society of a
law school education, they also demon-
strated major changes in law school
economics and demographics.
I represented the Alumni
Association at a scholarship reception
at the Law School in March, and met
many of the 55 sfudents who benefited
from scholarships awarded for the
1999-2000 school year. My first
impression in meeting them was the
overwhelming gratitude expressed by
these students. Several said that they
would not have been able to attend
Maine Law without our financial help.
The average age ofthe student body is
now older than in the past, and many
are married and have families. The
double burdens of supporting a family
and paying tuition of almost S10,000
per year (almost $ 18,000 for nonresi-
dents) can be an overwhelming barrier
to some of the srudents. They all appre-
ciated the financial assistance, which
only averaged $2,500 per recipient per
year.
My second impression of this group
of students is their remarkable diversity
and breadth of interests. While many
hoped to pursue a traditional law firm
experience upon graduation, others
expressed keen interest in obtaining
non-law firm positions where they
could deal with environmental. educa-
tional, health, equal justice and busi-
ness causes. The diversity ofback-
grounds and aspirations seems to have
stimulated cross fertilization of ideas in
this group. I predict they and their
classmates will have a great impact
over the next few decades in Maine and
the country.
My second experience involved rep-
resenting the Alumni Association at a
planning meeting for future School of
Law fundraising. The participants grad-
uated from law school over a period of
time ranging from 12 to 40 years ago
Peter C. McKenney'77
(not all were Maine Law graduates).
These people already have made a con-
tribution to our society in many ways,
but one person's story was particularly
noteworthy. Over 30 years ago, this
gentleman had a goal of becoming a
lawyer, but could not afford any law
school- except Maine Law. He was
admitted to Maine Law, paid tuition of
only $200 per semester for three years,
became a successful lawyer, and has
been a substantial supporter ofworth-
while causes ever since. Incidentally,
only two members of his class of thir-
ty-one were women.
The changes in the students' lives in
thirty years has been remarkable. The
tuition is much higher, the average age
is older, the diversity is much greater
(almost half of this year's 85 graduates
were women), and the need for scholar-
ship assistance is also much more
acute. On the other hand" the value to
society of the product of Maine Law,
its fine graduates, is consistently high.
The current students hope our alumni
will continue to support scholarships in
the future, and they have enthusiastical-
1y shown their appreciation for what we
have already done.
Peter C. McKenney'77
Alumni Association President
g
CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
AUGUST 
August 28 ...................................................... Fall Term begins 
SEPTEMBER 
September 13 ................................................ Alumni Association Board of Directors Meeting 
September 18 .................................................. Vermont Alumni Dinner 
September 29 .................................................. Dean's Distinguished Scholar Lecture - Professor Nadine Strossen, 
New York Law School - President ACLU 
OCTOBER 
October l ........................................................ Student Bar Association- 4th Annual Golf Tournament 
October 12 ...................................................... Annual Coffin Lecture-Alan Morrison, Co-Founder and Director of 
the Public Citizen Litigation Group 
October 13 ...................................................... 22nd Annual Road Race 
October 13 ...................................................... 2nd Annual Portland Area Alumni Cocktail Reception 
October 26-27 ............................................... .The Godfrey Lecture Series- Professor Richard Epstein of the University of 
Chicago Law School - Scholar in Residence 
NOVEMBER 
November 8 .................................................... Alumni Association Board Meeting 
November 15 .................................................. Annual Godfrey Distinguished Professor Lecture- Professor Kevin Boyle, 
Visiting Godfrey Professor, of the University of Essex, Colchester, UK 
2001 
February 7 - 8 ............. '. .................................. Godfrey Lecture Series-Professor Aviam Soifer of 
Boston College Law School - Scholar in Residence 
April, TBA ...................................................... Alumni Association Annual Dinner 
In complying with the letter and spirit of applicable laws and in pursuing its own goals of pluralism, the University of Maine School of Law and the University of 
Southern Maine shall not discriminate on the grounds of race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, national origin or citizenship status, age, disability, or veterans 
status in employment, education and all other areas of the University. The University provides reasonable accommodations to qualified individuals with disabilities 
upon request. Questions and complaints about discrimination in any area of the University should be directed to the USM Campus Compliance Officer, Kathleen 
Roberts '92, 7 College Avenue, Gorham, Maine 04038, (207) 780-5094; TTY (207) 780-5646. 
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